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diodes, which are used

decrease transistor sto-

of ISL in an oxide isolated pro

The report will be restricted to

1. Introduction

Integrated Schottky Logic was first made in the late

seventies at the Philips Research Laboratories in

Eindhoven [1] .
Integrated Schottky Logic (ISL) is a fast bipolar logic

with a packing density which makes it suitable for VLSI.

A basic ISL gate is a single input mUltiple output in

verter. We can realise wired nands with these gates.

Fig. 1.1. shows such a gate.

Fig.1.1

The outp~diodes are Schottky

to decouple the collector. To

rage a parasitic pnp is used.

Until 1979 ISL has been fabricated in a p isolated pro

cess. Modeling has been done of this type of process [2]
New ISL products will be made in oxide isolated processes,

which will result in a better performance.

A short propagation delay time of an ISL gate is mainly

realized by a small logic swing.

ISL is a non TTL compatible logic, but TTL interfaces can

easily be realized at~ input and output interfaces on

the chip.

In this report, modeling

cess will be described.

a model of a single ISL gate as shown in Fig. 1.1.

In chapter 2 the advantages and disadvantages of ISL compared

with other logic families will be discussed.
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The following chapters deal with the basic model. With the

aid of the gate layout and process description a circuit model

for the gate will be derived, after which the circuit pa

rameters will be determined.

Chapter 7 contains a first order theoretical analysis and in

chapter 8 to 11 modeling results will be given and com

pared with measurements and theoretical analysis.

Optimization of the modeled ISL gate layout, and circuits

aspects are discussed in chapter 12 and 13.

To improve the determination of modeling parameters, test

modules are proposed in chapter 14.

To decrease the execution time of a complete system simulation,

in chapter 15 simplified models will be given.

Besides a description of the work done in the final project

of my study, the aim of this report is to given some methods

how to model ISL in an oxide isolated process.
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2. Location of ISL between other logic families

Because a lot of characteristics have to be taken into

account, a comparison of several logic families is very

difficult.

(1) - propagation delay time

(2) - noise immunity

(3) - power dissipation

(4) - power supply requirements

(5) - fan-in and fan-out capabilities

(6) - temperature effects.

(7) - cost

(8) - basic gate function

(9) - gate area

A full comparison requires a detailed analysis of all these

items which is not the purpose of this chapter. In [3] and

[{] most of these items have been reviewed for the major

digital logic familie~.

Integrated Schottky Logic was proposed to fill the gap

between low power Schottky TTL and I 2L [4] . LSTTL uses

too much power and too much chip area, whereas I 2L

does not provide sufficient speed. ISL can be seen as a

tradeoff between the power consumption of TTL and the speed

of I 2L.

When we are interested in fast logic, we have to choose among

several bipolar logic families because they are,in most cases,

the moment, superior in speed to MOS logic. From this point

of view Table 2.1. contains only this type of logic.

All logics of Table 2.1. are made in oxide isolated pro-

cesses. Except the DTL values, data is obtained from [3J.
The last row contains the maximum number of gates on a chip

if we have a power consumption limit of 1W per chip.

The fastest logic is ECL with a propagation delay time

of 0.2 nsec., but with a power consumption of 2mW which

means that ECL is not suitable for VLSI due to the limited

number of gates per chip.
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1980 DTL TTL I 2L ECL STL ISL

power consumption 0.3 1 0.15 2 0.2 0.2

per gate (mW)

propagation 2 3 3 0.2 1 1

delay time (ns)

packing density 150 100 1000 150 250 250

(gates/WIl2 )

fan-in and fan-out good good good excel- nomi- norni-

capabilities lent nal nal

1W/power con- 3300 1000 6600 500 5000 5000

sumption per

gate

Table 2.1.

The same disadvantage has TTL. Interested in high speed

logic STL, ISL.and DTL remain.

For large chip areas, the packing density is less im

portant than the maximum number of gates owing to the

maximum power consumption. Concerning this item, Table 2.1.

shows that the difference between STL, ISL and DTL is not

very large.

The better fan-in and fan-out capabilities of DTL have to be

payed with a larger propagation delay time compared with ISL

and STL. It should be noted that for most logics a trade-

off can be made between propagation delay time and power con

sumption. This means that Table 2.1. contains more typical

values rather than absolute values. Concerning this, the

difference between ISL, STL and DTL is marginal.

Scaling down the minimum details has about the same con

sequences for all types of logic in discussion, so an advan

tage of a certain type of logic remains, or will not change

significantly, when the minimum details decrease.
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The influence of using advanced process technologies re

quires a more detailed review to see if one logic can benefit
more than another logic.

Although the discussion of the situation of ISL among the

other logic families is a first order discussion, it alreadY

indicates that ISL can be seen as a serious candidate for

VLSI.
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3. Layout and process description

3.1. Introduction------------
Several oxide isolated ISL technologies have been proposed

[5,6]. One of the most effective circuit variations is

the one with a vertical pnp,which reduces the level of

npn saturation and the storage delay time.

Fig. 3.1. shows this configuration.

Fig.3J

It is also this circuit, with an extra collector output,

which was used for the modeling.

The process uses a p-type substrate with an n epitaxial

layer of 1 rrn thick. Such a thin epitaxial layer implies

that the breakdown voltages (C-E) are only 5-7V.Furthermore

the thin epi'layer minLffiizes transistor storage, so tran

sistors with f T = 3-5GHz can be made.

The logic swing, with this type of Schottky, will be about

200mV. In chapter 9 this will be analytically derived.

The process uses 12 mask steps which are successively

I} BN = buried layer

2) 00 = oxide definition

3) OP = deep P plug
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4) DN = deep N plug

5) SP = base implantation (~hallow ~)

6) SPG = special resistor implantation

7) CO = contact window etching

8) SN = emitter implantation (~hallow ~)

9) IN = first layer metal (INterconnect)

10)C02 = definition of vias (IN to IN2)

11)IN2 = second layer metal

12) CB = passivation dielectric mask

(only windows for bonding pads)

In order to illustrate several mask steps we will indicate

how a transistor can be fabricated.

a) Buried layer definition.

BN mask

n+

b) Growth of the epitaxial layer

o epitaxial layer

J
p substrate

Fig. 3.2

( --.;0..;...+ )

p substrate Fig. 3.3

c) Oxide definition.

After etching a pit in the epitaxial layer and implan

ting the channelstopper, silicon oxide is formed at

a high temperature. The silicon oxide encroachment is

illustrated in Fig. 3.4.



stopper
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OD mask
I

~---~+----\~
p+ channel

Fig.3.4

d) A deep p plug can be realized with the DP mask to be

able to contact the p substrate.

e) Deep n plug.

ON mask

~ n foX}t££±{ ~----n-+------\P

Fig. 3.5

To decrease the collector resistance we can contact

the buried layer with a deep n plug.

f) Base implantation

SP mask
I

Fig.3.6
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g) The resistor mask (SPG) is a shallow P implantation

(like SP) to form resistors.

h) In principle all contact windows (base, emitter and

collector) are made with one mask, the CO mask.

A composite mask technique is used to separate the

emitter and base. To shield the base contact from an

emitter implantation, the base contact is covered with

photoresist. A rough SN mask satisfies this.

CO mask

n+

p

composite layer of silicon oxide and silicon nitride

Fig. 3.7

i) Emitter implantation

SN mask

ph otoresist

p

Fig. 3.8

The SN mask is a non-critical mask. The base contact

window is covered with photoresist, after which we

implant the collector contact and the emitter contact.

Fig. 3.9
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j) Next a 250 RPtNi layer is sputtered.

thin Pt Ni layer
Fig. 3.10

Because PtNi is only effective where a direct contact

with the epi layer is present, no mask is necessary to

form the Schottky's. So, in the transistor shown

above, no Schottky diode is made.

After the sputtering, a high temperature step is used

to form silicide. Ohmic contacts occur everywhere

except where the PtNi contacts the epi layer. After the

temperature step the PtNi is etched away.

k) First layer metal.

To prevent Aluminium migration, before the Aluminium

deposition a thin Titanium- Wolfram layer is sputtered.

IN mask

Fig. 3.11

1) Via etching
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n+

C02 mask
I

Fig.3.12

The C02 mask is used to etch a window in~ Si02 layer.

m) Second layer metal.

IN 2 mask

•

Fig.3.13

nl The CB mask.

With this mask the chip is covered with a protection layer.

The CB mask has windows at the location of the bonding

pads to be able to contact them.

After this last step the cross section of the transistor is ..

Fig. 3.14
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Characteristic data and d~ensions at the end of the

process are listed in Table 3.1.

D~ensions ZaN = 3,run
(see Fig. 3 .~4) ZaNl = 0.3 F'

ZaN2 = 2.7,run

ZEPI = 1;un

ZCS =
ZE =
Zsp =

IF'
0.25 F'

0.5 ;un

Resistances per square RaN 0 epi

RaND ox

~PIa =
~NCJ =
~PO =
RSPD =
RSPPD =
RSNO =
RIND =
RIN2D =

= 31 SliD

= 50 ..C1./D

3000 ..n/o
55 ..fl/O

80 Sl/o

500 ..ala
8000 .fi/o

28 .n.. 10

0.05 .n 10

0.03 .n 10

Schottky barrier height

Table 3.1.

¢a = 0.75V

The SPP resistance per square is the pinched resistance under

the emitter. As Table 3.1. indicates, the resistance per

square for the buried layer differs if it is covered with

oxide or not.

There are some dimensions perpendicular to the z axis which differ

from the original mask dimensions.

We will mention the most important ones for the modeling of ISL.

1} Encroachment of oxide.

Fig. 3.4. shows that the oxide encroaches in the silicon

in x and y direction.

At the bottom of the oxide plug the dimensions differ only

slightly from the mask dimensions, but at the surface the

encroachement of the oxide is about 1.5 ;un. Furthermore

we see at the surface the so called bird's beak of the oxide

(see Fig. 3. 4 . ) .
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21 Buried layer outdiffusion.

The buried layer is one of the first process steps.

At the end of the process an outdiffusion can be observed

due to the different temperature steps between the buried

layer Lffiplantation and the end of the process. This out

diffusion of the buried layer is about 2.5 ~.

The increase of the bottom area of the buried layer will

cause the substrate capacitance to be larger than expected

from the mask dLmensions.

3) Emitter outdiffusion.

Fig. 3.9 shows that the n+ emitter width is somewhat

larger than the window in the CO mask (see Fig. 3.7).

The outdiffusion for the emitter is about as much as the

junction depth. This means that we have an outdiffusion

of o. 25 ~.

These effects have to be taken into account when we calcu

late the circuit parameters.

Fig. 3.15 shows once more the circuit of the basic gate.

I flI---4---'

EN CP

C

54

53

52

51

Fig. 3.15

The layout of this circuit is shown in Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17.
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• ••· ..· ........... \ ...
S1 S2

• · •• • •
• • •· • ••
&;;....
S3 S4

Fig. 3.16

.....· .

•••••• =CO

-0-.-

=00
--=BN

=SN

.....· .· .• •

...... .
• •·

cut through line

r-,
I I

• -I ••• , ••
: I I : CP
: .1•••• -I.:

I I
I
I
I

CP

- - - =00
••••••• = Sp
--=IN

-e-e-= ON
-x-x-= OP........... ....... .a .a, .a

x:1 I r -.
.

~ --~ t1:1 Ix - - , : r- ~-- - -- --,
X". I I I : I I

1·' ,~ · I ./
I I

Me L . L ___
I--J:1 I - '" '" __ • J : -- I- -- I-- - •L,.u1J............ .. I

S1 S2 S3 S4 --~-It .... I EN C

cut through line Fig. 3.17

All contacts are walled contacts which minimizes the basic

gate area. The base island is walled on all sides in this

structure. To simplify the figures,no second layer metal and

C02 mask is shown. On the right we see, in a separate oxide

island,4 Schottky's and the collector contact.

This is done to eliminate lateral hole injection in the epi

layer. Left from the Schottky's there is the island with

the npn- and the vertical pnp. For the vertical pnp the

substrate acts as a collector. The collector of the pnp

has to be contacted to ground. This is done with the CP

(Collector PNP) contact shown in Fig. 3.~6 and Fig. 3.17.

A DP plug contacts, in a separate oxide island, the substrate.

Due to metallization considerations, the CP contact is not

located on the cut through line. A cross section of the cut

through line is shown in Fig. 3.18.
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4 schottky 's ~ x
I EN A Y z, \

~.e~~••«~
... pnp ....npn..1
region region P substrate

Fig. 3.16

The pnp acts as a clamping device for the npn transistor.

To realize an effective clamping the buried layer is drawn

back and together with the thin epi layer this implies a

strong pnp action (large saturation current). The advantage

of this structure is, that no slow lateral pnp as in [2J exists

here, so a speed improvement compared with a p isolated process

can be expected. In the figures 3.19 and 3.20 the most

important layout dimensions to calculate the circuit para

meters are given.

r--,

rt-h
4----rJ

I I
I I
I I

~cc.a.
, I
L __ J

~

r--,
I I

I

I :
I VCC",
J I
I I

IL __ .I

xooe

,~.-.-.

I XESI I
I I XSI

-.I-. -. -. .;.~

XBN

--=co
---- =00

--- = BN

Fig. 3.19

--=co
-- -- =00

-.-.- =BN

Fig. 3.20
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Fig. 3.19 gives the dimensions in x direction, and Fig. 3.20

gives the dimensions in the y direction.

In Table 3.2. the actual dimensions of the modeled device are

given.

x dimensions XS1 == 7.5 y-m XS12 == 6y-m
XS2 == 4F' XS23 == 6y-m
XS3 = 4y-m XS34 == 6y-m
XS4 = 4 ;un XS4C == 6.5 y-m
XC = 7 y-m XBNB = 11 ;un
XODS=lO y.m XODB = 18 y-m
XES1=12 y-m XODCP = 6y-m
XE = 3 y-m XCCP = 6F'
XBN =64 y-m

y dimensions YCOP == 6y-m YODl = 8F'
YCCP = 17 y-m YBN = 8y-m
YOD2 = 8y-m
YOD =10D1 = YOD2

mask deviations XDBN == outdiffusion buried layer == 2.5 y-m

YDBN == outdiffusion buried layer == 2.5 y-m

XEOD == encroactunent oxide == 1.5 y-m

YEDO == encroactunent oxide = 1.5 y-m
XDE == outdiffusion emitter == 0.25 y-m

Table 3.2.

All dimensions given in Fig. 3.1~ and Fig. 3.20 are

mask dimensions. The minimum process dimension is 3 y-m.

We find this in the width of the emitter. To calculate effec

tive areas,the encroactunent and outdiffusion effects have

to be taken into account. This will be done in the ne~chap

terse The gate described in this chapter is a minimum basic

gate. From this point of view it was interesting to model

this gate and check the performance of it.
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4. Basic model of ISL

4.1. Circuit considerations----------------------

Using chapter 3 we will now derive a circuit model.

We do this before we determine the circuit parameters of

the model in chapter 5 and 6. In practice the circuit de

finition and circuit parameter determination is a combined

process, because the values of circuit parameters can lead

to a more detailed or a simplified circuit. This is illus

trated in Fig. 4.1.

I b)

(Q) Fig. 4.1

A detailed analysis of a structure may lead to the circuit

of Fig. 4.1.a, but, without a significant change of the

electrical performance, the parameters of the circuit may

allow the more simplified circuit of Fig. 4.1.b.

A similar reasoning is valid for the model of the ISL gate,

and various iterative steps led to the circuit described in

this chapter.

In Fig. 4.2. a cross-section of the output part (see Fig. 3.18)

is shown.



S1 S2
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S3 S4 c

Fig.4.2

In principle we have a substrate resistance in series

with a substrate capacitance from each node 1 to 6 to the

ground node O. The substrate is connected to ground with

a DP plug (see section 3.3.).

The circuit used is a more simplified one, because the

various Rbn resistances are so low that the RC time

effects are negligible compared with the time it takes

to charge the substrate capacitance.

Defining

5
Rb=L:Rb ·: 200..n.

n i::1 nl

then with Cs
layer to the

To charge Cs

= 0.2 pF (total capacitance

substrate) we find R C =--bn s
with 100 pA it takes

of the buried

40 psec.

t _ C .6V _
c- .

l
400 psec.

If we introduce the simplification on account of tc~ ~nCs

the number of nodes will be reduced to minimize computer

simulation time.

The circuit corresponding to Fig. 4.2. with this simplifi

cation is given in Fig. 4.3.
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1-";';'--1JI C6

t-----f--..-~;..wI_-L-__0 S2

~
cs

Rs

o

Fig. 43

RC time effects can still be represented with Rs ' This

is only one node extra. The junction capacitances of the

Schottky diodes are added in this figure. The capacitance

Cs can be calculated with the total contact area of the

buried layer to the substrate. The separate collector is

a contact which was added to measure the potential of the

buried layer. This contact is not needed if we connect

several gates to make a logic function.

ox

ENI

ox
I

--....",.~--........---<.::;:;.::)-..:J~ '__-t-__-_-__.liJ..:l.----4 ..... _

++ p: IL {:=}- ~ CN
CP ~--C=}------J n+

...\4...---- pnp--.......---npn --"--I
region region

Fig. 4.4
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In Fig.4.4. the cross section of the transistor part is

shown. A first order approximation is that we have a single

pnp and a single npn transistor coupled as indicated in

Fig. 4.5.

EN

10--_...,...._-.....r

L..--ol CN

Fig.4.5

If we add the series resistances to Fig. 4.5. the result
is Fig. 4.6.

1

1-f-"-4JCN

Fig.4.6

In Fig. 4.4. the physical location of the series resistances

is indicated. The base resistance of the npn transistor

is divided in a non-pinched and a pinched resistance. The

pinched resistance under the emitter is much higher then

the non-pinched base resistance. In the modeled gate this

total base resistance is about 3 k J1..., and it is mainly this

high resistance which caused that a more detailed modeling

of the npn is desired.
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Fig.4.7

ox
n,

I n+
I

~xtrinsiCI intrinsic I extrinsic I p
I part 1 I nPn part 2 I
,.. ~ .,. -i
t- npn region -4

In Fig. 4.7. the npn region is devided into 3 parts. In

the middle we have the intrinsic part of the region which

is in fact the npn transistor.

For the whole npn region there is a weak parasitic pnp

to the substrate. The saturation current of this pnp is

so low, that the current into the substrate in the npn

region can be neglected if we compare it with the substrate

current already modeled with the pnp previous mentioned.

However the base current of the parasitic pnp cannot be

neglected because the base currents of the two pnp transistors

are of the same order (in chapter 5 this will be described

in more detail). Another reason to split-up the npn region

is that, due to the high series resistances of the npn,

it is more realistic to model the storage in the epilayer

not in the intrinsic npn (see chapter 5). On account of the

arguments above, the npn region can be modeled by a diode

for the extrinsic part 1, a diode for the extrinsic part 2,

and the beta reverse of the intrinsic npn transistor.

This more detailed model of the npn region is shown in

Fig. 4.8.

I
02

Fig. 4.8
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The extrinsic part 2, represented by D2 and series resis

tances, is less important than the extrinsic part 1.

The very high series resistance of the diode D2 (in the

structure analyzed about 8kst) makes that this part is

not very effective in the switching behaviour. Not modeled

in Fig. 4.8. is the diffusion in the epi layer which causes

a minority hole charge exchange between the different npn

region parts. It is this effect and the previous mentioned

one which led to a final model what does not include the

diode D2. Here too, the trade-off between model

accuracy and number of circuit nodes has been made to get

the final model.

4.4. !2~~!_E~~!~_2~~~_~!E~~!~

If we combine the results of section 4.2. and 4.3. we get

the circuit of Fig. 4.9.

t--.....-----..............__~0 S2

1----0 C

Fig. 4.9

Although rather complicated it has to be considered as a first

order mode 1.

Simulation results are compared with measurements to check

the performance of this model.

In the operating current region the results of the model

were acceptable, so there was no need to use a more detailed

model.
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5. Circuit parameters

5.1. Introduction------------

The circuit parameters are divided into several groups

a) betas of the transistors

b) transit times

c) saturation currents

d) depletion capacitances

e) temperature coefficients

f) additional transistor parameters

g) series resistances

This chapter will deal with all these parameters except the

series resistances, because they require a quite different

approach that will be given in chapter 6. The parameters

mentioned under a, e and f are in principle layout inde

pendent. However only in principle, because a marginal

phenomenon can make the parameters to be layout dependent. The

process however, should be a process where these parameters

are layout independent and only small deviations are tolerable.

To garantee this in practice minimum areas are prescribed.

The determination of these parameters is not restricted to

ISL circuits, but also valid for other ICls made in this

process.

Generally PCMls (Process Control Modules) provide these parameters.

An exception however, is the vertical pnp with the drawn back

buried layer. This is not a universal structure and is not

implemented in the PCMls. The following parameters, in section

5.1. indicated under f, have not been measured but collected

from various internal papers [14J.
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collector junction diffusion voltage npn

emitter junction diffusion voltage npn

collector junction diffusion voltage pnp

emitter junction diffusion voltage pnp

early voltage npn

early voltage pnp

collector grading coefficient npn

emitter grading coefficient npn

collector grading coefficient pnp

emitter grading coefficient pnp

= 0.75V

= IV

= 0.66V

= 0.75V

= 30V

=100V

= 0.38

= 0.44

= O~4

= 0.4

Table 5.1.

The circuit analysis program which was used is a Philips

internal program called PHILPAC.

Appendix A contains the diode and npn transistor model of

PHILPAC.

The pnp model is similar to the npn model. Next to the layout

independent parameters mentioned above, we have the layout

independent parameters of group a and e.

Group e are the temperature coefficients. They can be measured

with various test structures available. The coefficients

of the resistances have been measured and are very close

to the values measured by the process technologists. We

will confine here to enumerate the temperature coefficients

of various doped silicon regions. Only quadratic temperature

coefficients that are not negligible within a temperature

range of up to ISOoK are indicated.
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LINEAR COEFF. :

TBN 1.3 10-3 -1= K

TEPI 6 10-3 -1= K

TON 1.2 10-3 -1= K

TOP 1 10-3 -1= K

TSP 2 10-4 -1= K

TSPP 2 10- 3 -1= K

TSN 1 10-3 -1= K

TSUB 8 10-3 -1= K

TSPG 3 10-3 -1= K

QU AORATIC COEFF. :

TSP2 = 7.10-6 K- 2

TSPP2 = 6.10- 6 K- 2

Table 5.2.

For the various abbreviations see the process description

section 3.2.

The TSUB coefficient belongs to the substrate. The difference

between TSP and TSPP is the non-pinched and pinched SP tem

perature coefficient respectively. The temperature coefficients

TOP and TSN are non measured coefficients.

The given values are est~ated values because no good test

structures to measure TOP and TSN were available, because the

resistances are so low that variations are negligible in the

ISL model. Furthermore the temperature coefficients of both

highly doped regions ~relatively low.

Another important temperature effect is caused by the tem

perature coefficients of the betas of the transistors. Table

5.3. contains these values for the npn and the pnp transistor.

LINEAR COEFF. :

TBFN 5.6 10-3 -1= K

TBRN 2.7 10-3 -1= K

TBFP 1 10- 3 -1= K

TBRP 1 10-3 -1= K

Table 5.3.

QUADRATIC COEFF. :
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It should be clear what is meant with the abbreviations.

In the ISL model the implementation of temperature coef

ficients of variables is restricted to the coefficients

mentioned in Table 5.2., Table 5.3. and the junction ca

pacitance temperature dependency. An estimation of the

last temperature effect is given below.

For an abrupt junction the capacitance per unit

area is given by :
1

C= { q . ~ s 0 NB }2
2 . (Vbi -V)

Fcm-2 (5.1.)

where NB = impurity concentration of the low doped junction

side.

f s = pe~ittivity

q = electron charge

Vbi= built in diffusion potential

V = applied voltage

The depletion capacitance temperature dependency is caused

by the temperature effect of Vbi .

Vbi is given by

V . - k.T .Pn [ NAoND]
bl - q n~

l

Substituting

where VGO is the extrapolated bandgap at OOK and b is

the temperature coefficient of the bandgap, this results in

kT-q ~n

The temperature coefficient of Vbi can be found by dif

ferentiation:

dVbi.
=dT
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Using VGO = 1.2V and T = 300
0

K we find

dV.. i -'I -'I

dT = (-40.10 + 33.10 ,Vbi.100·k )

-I

VK

This theoretical result fits very well a previous result

[7J, where

Of = A.T~ ex p [ - q (:6.;'-\;T) ]

was used. This n~ leads to :

Using Vbi 3000K = 0.75V we find:

VbiT=Vbi 300oK( 1 - 0(. /1T )
-4 -1

wi th ex. = 24. 10K .

Substitution of (5.3.) in (5.1.) results in

1

C - [ q . £ s . N. ] 2
- 2 {Vb~ 30o·k ( 1 - ol. 6 T ) - V} I

and a zero bias depletion capacitance
. 1

C = [ q . £ s . N;» ] "2
2 .Vbi. '300°1c ( 1 - Ol. 6 T )

(5.2. )

(5.3.)

The relativetemperature dependence is then :

1 de 1,...} (5.4.)C . d T = +2' '-"-., or

~ . ~~ = 12.10-\1 K-~
We see that this temperature coefficient is comparable to

the values of Table 5.2.

Variations of 10 % to 20 % in a normal temperature range

are possible, so the implementation in the model is realistic.

The different built in diffusion potentials of the junctions

and (5.2.) form the basis to find Table 5.4.
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TEMP. COEFF. OF JUNCTION CAPACITANCES

TCEN = emitter base junction npn = 10.10-41<-1

TCCN = collector base junction npn = 12.10-4K-1

TCEP = emitter base junction pnp = 12.10-4K-1

TCCP = collector base junction pnp = 16.10-4K-1

TCBN = buried layer to substrate junction = 16.10-4K-1

Table 5.4.

Due to the fact that the junction capacitances are non-linear,

the real effect of these temperature coefficients on e.g. the

propagation delay time is hard to predict.

Minus two times the coefficients of Table 5.4. are the

temperature coefficients of the built in voltage if we write

them as :

This can easily be verified with the equations (5.3.) and

(5.4.).

What is left are the betas of the transistors as layout

independent parameters.

As mentioned before the betas are not strictly layout inde

pendent, especially for small transistors, but for

the ISL model we will take them as layout independent.

In ISL we have'a merged transistor structure as shown in

Fig. 4.5. This merged structure has the disadvantage that

Some separate transistor parameters are difficult to obtain.

It is not possible to extract from measurements with this

merged structure a

BFP = beta forward pnp,

and a

BRN = beta reverse npn.

Measurements with separate test structures have provided a way

to determine the beta forward of the pnp, the reverse beta

of the npn, and the saturation current of the diode D •n
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As mentioned before in the npn region there is, in principle,

a parasitic pnp to the p substrate (simplified modeled in

Fig. 4.9. by D ), and Fig. 5.1. shows this parasitic pnp.
n

IPa
TP1

pnp

Fig. 5.1

Using Fig. 5.1. and measurement resul~we can calculate the

beta forward of TPl and the base current of TP2.

The effective collect6~ current i ceff of the structure is

lcetf = I PO . ex p ( ~~ )

If the reverse base current of the npn is represented by

TP2,the effective base current i
beff

is found to be :

v • V VIPO ex p(L)+ IP~ exp (L)+ INO ex p(L.)
l'3 fP kT f3fP kT (~f"+l) kT

(5.5.)

and consequently the effective beta forward of the pup is

1 + IPO· INO
~ir IPO. p..;r + IPO ( ~ft\+ 1 )

{\ lc.eff
'~freff = -- =

lb~tf

or

Ii

IPO + IPO
IPO + IPO·+ INO
~tr Ait (~{h ~ 1)

..
1 + IPO

IPO (5.6.)
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lit
The saturation currents IPO, IPO and INO could be deter-

mined with the aid of various test structures measurements

and they were found to be :

IPO = 5.10-17A

IPO
Jt= 16.10-20A

INO = 1.10-17A

Other measured values are

'¥

{3fP = 2.4 and ('3f.fllff= 40.

The only unknown (no test structure was available to measure

this unknown) in (5.6.) is ~£r ,which follows from

B if =__-:::-::,....."....,.----_----..r-8_t_r_~{_f _

1 IPO· IPOw
.8{fot{t IND. ~fP~ff

+ IPO - IPO. ~fr· IPO.( ~fh+ 1 )
Substituting the measured values, results in :

~ 40
£p=-1-+-3-2-.1-0~-':":"""'i-----'-='5-3-.1-0~-;-~--11-.-10--=-:-=-"'- (5.7.)

-:1.1

33.10 A1-- .
2

IDN =

That the third term in the denominator of (5.7.) is more

than 10 times.the second term satisfies the previous men

tioned reasoning that the base current ratio of the both

pnp's is of a different order than the collector current

ratios of the pnp's.

The parasitic pnp base current represented

in (5.5.) by the second term left of the equality sign
has to be represented in Fig. 4.9. by the

diode On and the (3RN of the npn transistor.

The almost equal areas of the intrinsic and extrinsic part
of the npn region make a split-up into two equal parts re

alistic. This implies the saturation current for the diode

° to be :n
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The reverse base current of the npn equals

INa
(3RN

ex p ( q V )
kT

but has also to be equal to

_1_. I p~* exp (q.V )
2 f3fP kT

This results in
II

~ = 2. INa. ~fP = 300
"It I po·

Table 5.5. contains a summary of the previous determined

parameters and a beta reverse for the pnp

B FP = 48

(3RP = 0.04

r3 FN = 70

(3RN = 300

ION = 33.10- 21A

r = 0.2

Table 5.5.

From all the more or less independent parameters given in

this section.the·variance of the parameters due to processing

instabilities is low, with the exception of the values in

Table 5.5.

This table contains average values, and for some applications it

might be preferable to check if the actual parameters don't deviate

too much from these values.

The parameters of this section can be divided into 3 groups

indicated in Table 5.6.

Measured estimated calculates

't'FN 1: RN 'i FP
INO 't: RP FN
IPO '(ON

Table 5.6.
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In principle the transit time is a layout independent para

meter, and should have be discussed in section 5.2. However, in

the ISL model we have a merged transistor strUQt:ure and an

exchange by diffusion of the minority hole charge in the epi

layer between the transistors can occur. Not only this,

but the storage in the epilayer in the npn region is

completely associated with diode D and this makes the transit
n

time of the diode to be layout dependent.

The forward transit time of the transistor can be calculated

from

L'£ = 2.0 (5.S.)

where Wb = base width of the transistor

o = diffusion constant in the base

For the pnp relevant values are :

N = 2.10 16 cm- 3 ::> 0 = 12cm2 sec- 1
bpnp p

w - Z - Z = 0.5 ).lmbpnp - EPI SP /

resulting in

-rip: 0.11 nsec. (5.9.)

Equation (5.S.1 is not applicable to the npn transistor,

because the base dope is not constant.

In [S] the transit time for an exponential base dope profile

has been calculated.

The result is :

In(ETA) -1 + 1/ETA
Pn'1.(ETA)

(5.10.)

where W
b

D

ETA

= base width

= average diffusion constant

= emitter junction concentration

junction concentration.

divided by collector
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-1
Using Wbnpn = Z Sp - ZE = 0.25 )lID' D = 6 em.sec and

ETA = 50 we find an estimated value for ~FN

'l FN = 20 psec.

A measured value is 28 psec, what is close to the cal

culated value.

The measured value is used as the npn forward transit time.

The measured saturation currents are :

INO/IPO is 0.2 with these values.

currents per unit area are of interest if we want

to predict the saturation currents for -structures different from

the modeled one. The saturation current of the npn can

be found with the effective emitter area and a measured saturation

current per unit area.

INO = AEN s INOPA

For the npn the measured saturation current per unit area is

INOPA = 0.45.10-18Arrn- 2

Using AEN = (XE + 2 x XDE) x (YOD-22{3/4)zYEOD) = 20.1 fm2

this fits very well the measured saturation current.

For the pnp no measured saturation current per unit area is

available. We can only calculate it with the measured IPO

and the emitter· area of the pnp. For the emitter area we take

the mask area decreased with the oxide encroachment and the

outdiffusion of the buried layer.

AEP = 50 )UU2

Then the saturation current per unit area becomes :

IPOPA = 1.E-18 A)UU-2

Only one measurement could be done to find this value, and

so use of this value should be made with care.

The storage in the epi layer in the npn region can be found when

we estimate the total minority charge ratio inthe epilayer

of the npn region and pnp transistor.
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++
Zpn

p
"

ox

Fig. 5.2

Suppose the hole charge in the epilayer is as indicated in

Fig. 5.2.

The hole top concentration in the epilayer is the same for

the npn region and the pnp, because the pn junction voltage

is the same.

The charge density in the z plane is proportional to the

Z and Z ratio. With the hole concentration shape aspnp npn
indicated in Fig. 5.2. the charge density ratio of the npn

versus the pnp is

The total charge ratio can than be found with the areas of

both transistors

anp" _

a P"t" -

A"p"
~

A 1:''' r

(5.11.)

ratio is 0.9.

storage in the npn part is

diode D. This implies for the
n

For the modeled ISL gate this

In the used model the epilayer

completely associated with the

transit of the diode:

= aP"f

I *p
= 1

0.9
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With (5.9.) we find for the transit time for diode Dn

l'O~= "t fP / 73.10-
4
= 150 nsec.

Using the"t' DN as mentioned above, the storage in the epi-

taxial layer (in the npn region) is represented by the diode

On' and the l RN of the npn represents the storage in the

intrinsic npn base only. This storage, represented by the transit

time, is estimated : 'L RN = 75 psec.

The method to find L" ON gives an estimated transit time,

because the metallurgical junctions have been used to find

the total minority charge in the epi layer. In practice

the depletion layers will decrease the storage and the charge

ratio is not longer equal to (5.11.). Because Z > Zpnp npn
the first impression could be that the depletion layer is mor.

effective in the npn than in the pnp, but on the other hand

the depletion thickness is larger in the pnp than in the npn.

These two effects are compensating each other, what implies

that the result of (5.11.) can still be valid even with depletion

layers. Another neglect is the storage in the base island,

but th e storage in the base island is small compared with

the epi layer storage.

The reverse transit time 1LRP of the pnp is very difficult

to estimate. The valule used in the ISL model is :

--rRP = 1. 2 nsec'

An attentive reader could be sceptical about the determination

of the parameters of the last two sections.

It should be noted however, that in practice most of the transit

times are of minor importance for the performance of the model,

and therefore no more detailed analysis has been done.

The Schottky diodes of the process satisfy very well the

equation :

J = A.T:l.expC q 0) ) .exp ( q V )
kJ kT (5.12.)
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where A = Richardson constant = 120 Acm- 2K- 2

¢B= Schottky barrier height

V = applied voltage

At room temperature the measured barrier height is 0.75V.With this

value the saturation current density of the Schottky diode

at room temperature is :

JOS = 121.10- 8Acm- 2

Using the effective Schottky area of 20 ym2 this gives the

Schottky saturation current :

IDO = 25.10-14A.

In [9] the Schottky diode is well analized and the depletion

capacitance is derived as

c ={ q_._£__s._N~:D-=--_ }1/
2

F. cm-"
2 (Vl' - V - k.T )

Dl. q

result in a zero bias depletion capacitance of

44.10- 9pcm- 2

Using

€s=
N =

D
V =bi
this

C =

t'"L' £0 = ~O. 88 .10-15pcm-1,
16 -3

2.~0 cm ,

0.75V

With the effective Schottky area we find :

Cd = 0.01 pP.

In principle we should give this capacitance a temperature

coefficient analog to the ones derived in section 5.2. This

is not done, because the impact of Cd is very small, and even

smaller temperature variations can be neglected.

The oarrier storage, represented in the model with 'r ,

is very small for a Schottky diode and is neglected in the

ISL model.

Because the Schottky diode equation is similar to a

normal pn junction diode equation, the diode model of PHILPAC

(see Appendix A) is suitable for a Schottky diode. Only 2 cor-
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rections are needed to use the PHILPAC diode model as a

Schottky diode model.

The corrections can be obtained when we compare formula (5.12.)

and formula (5.13.) for the pn junction.

(5.13.)

in which JOT = temperature compensated saturation current

VGO = band gap at OOK = 1.2 V

V = applied voltage

Formula (5.13.) is equal to formula (5.12.) if we substitute

0.').

JOT = A. T .e X p [ -
q
kT

( V60 - 0» )J (5.14.)

oIn PHILPAC an extrapolated band gap at 0 K is used according

to

VG(T) = V60 - ocT

with VG (300 0 K) = 1.12V and ex. = 267.10-
6

VK-1 the value

of VGO ~ 1.2V is found.

In analogy to the pn junction ~B in equation (5.14.) should

be the extrapolated barrier height at OOK. From measurements

this temperature dependency of ~B is :

(5.15.)

-4 -1
with 0BO = o. 78V and &::: 10 VK

So, the Schottky correction to use the PHILPAC diode model

for our Schottky's is

O.:l.

JOT = A. T .e X p [-
q
kT (5.16.)

It shoula be notea that the accuracy of
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¢BO and b is still under discussion, and that the final

values are not yet available.

The effective Schottky areas are equal in the layout of

Fig.3.19, what means that the depletion capacitance and the

saturation current can be used for all tile 4 Schottky's of

Fig. 4.9.

The depletion capacitances in the ISL circuit of Fig. 4.9.

are

CbeN' CbcN ' CdN ' CbeP ' CbcP ' Cs and Cd·
The capacitance Cd has been calculated in the previous section anc

the others will be calculated here. The zero bias capaci-

tances of the depletion layers are listed in Table 5.7.

Most of these capacitances are collected from internal

papers [14J.

SN to SPXY CSNXY 6.0 -3 -2= 10 pF./Uffi

SN to SPZ CSNZ 1.6 -3 -2= 10 pF./Uffi
SP to EPI CSPEP 4.7 -4 -2= 10 pF./um
EPI to SUB CEPSU 1.1 -4 -2= 10 pF./Uffi

BN to SUBXY: CBNXY
-4 -2= 2.5 10 pF./um

BN to SUBZ CBNZ
-4 2

= 1.10 pF./Uffi

Table 5.7.

The capacitance between the buried layer and the substrate is di

vided in a bottom capacitance (CBNZ ) and a capacitance associated

with the side walls of the buried layer (CBNxy ). The latter capacj

tance appears to be larger than the bottom capacitance.

The channel stopper is probably responsible for this effect.

Therefore this capacitance should not be handled

as an absolute value, because the overlap of 00 on BN can

change this capacitance per unit area (see chapter 14).

We will now calculate the effective areas of the different

capacitances.

The layout parameters and junction depths can be obtained

by referring to Fig. 3.14, Fig. 3.19, Fig. 3.20, Table 3;1 and

Table 3.2.
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The emitter bottom area defined by the mask dimensions is

XE ~ YOO

The encroachment and the outdiffusion leave an effec

tive bottom area of :

AENZ = (XE + 2 x XOE) x (YOO - 2 ~ YEOD)

The sidewall area of the emitter is

AENXY = (2 x ZE) x (YOO - 2 x YEOO)

When we substitute the dimensions we find for the base

emitter capacitance of the npn transistor

2 2
ABNZ = 17.5 lum and AENXY = 2.5 lum
CbeN = AENZ x CSNZ + AENXY x CSNXY = 0.043 pF.

CbcNR : The total collector-base depletion capacitance of the

npn region (CbcNR ) has to be separated into parts for

the different circuit elements (see Fig. 4.7. and

Fig. 4.8.). The capacitance CbcNR is devided into equal

parts for the npn transistor capacitance (CbcN ) and the diodl

capacitance (Cdn ).

The total mask area for CbcNR is :

(XOOB - XBNB) ~ YOO

Encroachment of the oxide and outdiffusion of the buried

layer create an effective area of

ACN = (XOOB - XBNB + XOBN - XEOO) ~ (YOO - 2 ~ YEOO)

ACN = 40 fID2

CbCNR = ACN ~ CSPEP = 0.018 pF.

So the two circuit depletion capacitances are

Cdn = ~.CbcNR = 0.009 pF

CbcN = ~.CbCNR = 0.009 pF

The mask area for this depletion capacitance is

XBNB ~ YOO

And the effective area is

AEP = (XBNB - XOBN - XEOO) ~ (YOO -2 ~ YEOO)

AEP = 35 ,;nn2

CbeP = AEP ~ CSPEP = 0.016 pF.
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To calculate the effective areas of the capacitances

CbeN' CbcNR and CbeP the encroachment however, is a deviation

from the mask at the surface. At the epi-substrate border

the encroachment is almost zero (see Fig. 3.4.).

If we suppose that the encroachment decreases linear with

the depth, the encroachment at the SP to EPI junction is

~YEOD = 0.75 JID' and for the SN to SP junction 3/4YEOD = 1.1 rrn·
If we implement this for the area calculations we find for

the various capacitances.

AENZ = (XE + 2 ~ XDE) x (YOD (o/A) x YEOD) = 20 prn2

CbeN = 0.047 pF.

ACN = (XODB - XBNB + XDBN - ~ * XEOD) * (YOD - YEOD) = 57 JID2

CbcNR = 0.027 pF

Cdn = 0.0135 pF

CbcN = 0.0135 pF

AEP = (XBNB - XDBN - ~ * XEOD) * (YOD - YEOD) = 50 JID2

CbcP = 0.023 pF.

These values differ remarkable from the values calculated

without the decrease of oxide encroachment included.

Since the last values are more likely these values are used

in the model.

CbcP : To calculate this epi-substrate capacitance the en

croachment is taken zero. The mask area is

XBNB * YOD

The effective area is

ACP = (XBNB - XDBN) x YOD

And using the dimensions we find

ACP = 68 JID2

CbcP = ACP * CEPSU = 0.007 pF.

Cs This is the dominating depletion capacitance for most

ISL designs.

The capacitance CBNXY differs from CBNZ ' so the area

has to be split-up in ACSZ and ACSXY '

The effective ACSZ area is :

A ~ (YBN + 2 * YDBN) * (XBN + 2 * XDBN) = 897 urn2
C$Z I
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And the effective A area is
CSXY

A = A + A
CSXY CSX CSy

A =2 * (XBN + 2 x XDBN) x ZBN2.
CSX

A = 2 * (YBN + 2 * YDBN) x ZBN2.
CSY

The value ZBN2 is the buried layer depth below the

substrate border.

If we substitute the actual dimensions we find

A CSXY = 443 ;un2
Using these areas Cs can be calculated

Cs = A CSZ x CBNZ + JtSXY * CBNXY
Cs = 0.09 pF + 0.11 pF = 0.2 pF.

This shows that the sidewalls of the buried layer

contribute considerably to the total substrate capacitance.

All circuit parameters except the series resistances have
been discussed in this chapter. A survey of all parameters

will be given at the end of the following chapter.
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6. Approximation of series resistances

As the title of this chapter already indicates, the series

resistances of the circuit cannot easily be found. The only

thing we can do is try to approximate them as good as pos

sible. The series resistances in question are indicated

in Fig. 4.9. In Table 6.1. they are arranged according to the

different doped silicon regions.

EPI ~pl' Rcn' R
dn

, Rd , tim R d...

SUBSTRATE R * Rcp , s

BURIED LAYER ~p2' ~nl tim ~n5

SP ~1' Rep

SPP ~2

SN Ren

DN ~n6
'Ilt-

Table 6.1.

The resistances indicated with a star are not restricted

to one doped silicon region. For these resistances the

dominant region is indicated. Only the epitaxial layer

and the substrate are homogeneous doped materials.

If the territories of the resistances in these two regions
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are well known,the resistances can easy be found.

Unfortunately this last reasoning can only be applied to

find Rand Rd •cn n
For the non-homogeneous doped regions the resistances per

square and/or the resistivity of the material can be use

ful information.

In Table 6.2. they are listed.

RESISTIVITY : RESISTANCE PER SQUARE

PEPI = 0.3 ncm ~PIO = 3000.0..0- 1

fBNepi = 0.009..n.cm RaN oepi= 31 n.O- 1

fBNox
= 0.012..n..cm RaNoox == 50..n.o-1

{'SP = 0.025 ..n.. cm RSPO = 500..n.0- 1

PSPP == 0.2 ..n. cm RSPPO = aooono- 1

P SN = 0.0007.0.. cm RSNO = 2a.o..o- 1

rON = 0.0055 n cm ~NO = 55.fl.0- 1

fop = O.OOa...ncm ~PO = ao.n.0- 1

f'SUB = 20-30 ncm

Table 6.2.

Most of the resistivities are values extracted from the

measured resistances per square, using the formula:

f mat = Rmat 0 ~ Zmat )

where Z is the Z dimension of the doped material.mat
Nearly all the RmatO values are found with large test

structures using the 4 point method. Large test structures

are used to avoid contact inaccuracy.

Having several squares these resistances per square can be

used to find the resistance. Problems arise when the area

of a resistance is only one square or less. Then the

values of Table 6.2. can no longer be used because con

tact resistances can be of the same order as

the intrinsic resistance calculated with the values of
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Table 6.2. The resistances per square belong to resis

tances where the electric field is almost everywhere

perpendicular to the z axis. We have to be aware that

if this is not true for the resistances we want to cal

culate,the values of Table 6.2. are useless. For the

modeled gate this problem arises what makes the series

resistances difficult to calculate. For the output part

of the gate series resistances can be extracted

from several measurements. This leaves the resistances

of the transistor part. These resistances can not be

measured and not be calculated satisfactorily. To find

the ins and outs, a program was developed to be able

to determine the resistances.

6.2. !h~_Ef29~~~_~§!§

6.2.1. Basic idea behind RESIS

When we calculate resistances from the resistance per square

we assume in principle a circuit of resistances. Having

4 squares the circuit consists of 4 resistances in series,

and the total resistance is R = 4. R C •

If we now represent the resistance per square not by one

element but by a 3 dimensional structure of resistances,

effects due to contacting, spreading and inhomogeneity will

be represented.

This is the idea behind RESIS(tance).

A block of silicon, the dope profile and contact areas can

be specified, and the program makes a detailed net-

work of resistances and calculates the total resistance be

tween the two contacts. The program devides the axis of

the specified rectangular block into pieces, thus to form

little rectangular blocks.

Fig. 6.1
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Contacts can be specified arbitrarily at the surface of

the block, and there is no restriction to e.g. one plane

or parallel planes for the contacts (see Fig. 6.1.).

The area of the contacts can be as small as one elementary

square. After the division of the main block~every ele

mentary rectangular block is substituted by a network.

This is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.

Fig.6.2

In this way a huge circuit consisting of resistances

is formed. Each resistance can be calculated with the spe

cified impurity at the physical location of the resistance.

In Appendix E'the method to calculate the resistances and

a critical note considering storage in the block, in case of

a non-constant dope, is given.

An algorithm makes from this 3 dimensional circuit a li

near system of equations. A trivial mathematic solution

method is used to find all the node voltages of the circuit

and to calculate the resistance between two contacts.

The output of the program gives, on request, the potential

distribution in the block.

To optimize computer time the RESIS user defines the divi

sion of the 3 axis into pieces. For some resistances in

the modeled gate equipotential planes will be present as

a good first order approximation. To calculate these re

sistances the RESIS user can divide an axis into one piece,

what reduces the circuit from a 3 into a 2 dimensional one.
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This important feature makes it possible to exchange a~

curacy between the 3 axis, because only the total number

of elementary blocks is important for the computing

time. To provide some insight information the following

subsections describe the program.

6.2.2. £o~p~c! Er£gEam ~uEv~y

Appendix C contains the program RESIS. The program is

written in FORTRAN and runs on anIBM 370 computer. The basic

functions and subroutines are :

1) FUNCTION ROUTINE RA

Reads an element of the matrix.

2) SUBROUTINE WA

Writes an 'element into the matrix.

3) SUBROUTINE FILA

Fills the matrix according to the specified block.

4) SUBROUTINE INSP

Inserts a plane in the matrix.

5) SUBROUTINE SOLVEV

Solves the system A.y = Q
6) SUBROUTINE ASKDAT

Asks all the input data for RESIS.

7) SUBROUTINE PLOT

Delivers the potential distribution.

8) FUNCTION ROUTINE GETAL

Reads free format a number.

9) FUNCTION ROUTINE G

Calculates a circuit conductivity.

10)MAIN PROGRAM

Coordinates the routines above.

We will now indicate in more detail the functions of the

program parts.

6.2.2.1. FUNCTION ROUTINE RA

The nucleus of this routine is the statement RA = A(P,Q) •

In the early days of the program the IBM computer was not

available and a minicomputer was the tool.
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On this mini we ran into storage capacity problems. Sparse

matrices techniques were used to avoid this. In these days

the routine RA contained sparse matrices algorithmes. After

the switch to the IBM these algorithmes were deleted to de

crease computer time.

6.2.2.3. SUBROUTINE FILA

The internal circuit of the block (see Fig. 6.2.) has to be

translated into a set of equations. For each node (with more

than 2 branches) a Kirchhoff current equation is formed.

This implies that FILA creates as much equations as there

are elementary blocks.

6.2.2.4. SUBROUTINE INSP

The two contact planes add two equations to the ones created

by FILA. Together they form the system A.y = b where y is

the internal node voltage vector to be solved.

6.2.2.5. SUBROUTINE SOLVEV

Once the complete linear set of equations has been formed,

this routine solves the vector y. Two elements of yare the

contact plane voltages and they deliver the total resistance

between the contacts.

6.2.2.6. SUBROUTINE ASKDAT

The program RESIS is an interactive program and this routine

takes care of the data to be asked from the user. The input

data for RESIS is

a) Main block dimensions in fm.
b) Number of elementary blocks for each axis.

c) P or N material

d) Dope profile (always is this the z axis)

e) Contact planes specification

6.2.2.7. SUBROUTINE PLOT

The potential distribution in a specified plane of the block

can be obtained with this program. The potentials are devided

into 10 groups being the groups 0 to 9. A rough idea of the

current flow in the block can be obtained with this sub

routine (see appendix D) .
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6.2.2.8. FUNCTION ROUTINE GETAL

On the IBM the statement READ (5,.) VAR reads free format a

variable from the terminal. On the minicomputer this state

ment was not allowed , and a user program GETAL was developed

to read free format.

6.2.2.9. FUNCTION ROUTINE G

The matrix A mentioned in 6.2.2.4. contains conductivities.

The routine G calculates the conductivity of a circuit re

sistance with the elementary block dimensions and the dope

profile as its input (see appendix D) .

6.2.2.10. MAIN PROGRAM

The function of this program is evident. Preparations are

done first, after which the several previous mentioned routines

are executed.

6.2.3. Practical information-----------
In the following sections of this chapter we will repeatedly

use information obtained from the program RESIS. The exact

input for RESIS will be skipped. The reader can reconstruct

the input data with the various dope profiles of Appendix B

and the layout of the gate in chapter 3.

For each calculated resistance the information is restricted

to a cross section of the gate with the physical resistance

location indicated and a sketch of the input block with the

contacts. To get an idea how to compose input data for RESIS

Appendix D contains an example. The dope profiles of Appen

dix B are not always obtained at the end of the process, and

the uncertainty about the final dope profiles makes the re

sistance calculation with RESIS not beatific.

In principle there are three ways to find the value of a re

sistance for the circuit model :

a) measurement

b) calculation with RESIS

c) estimation
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The sequence of methods mentioned is also the sequence of

preference. If measurements provided the series resistances,

these values were used in the model. When it was not possible

to measure circuit resistances RESIS was helpful in most cases.Onl~

there where both methods a and b failed an estimation was

done. It is this train of thought that will be found in the

following two sections.

A simplified sketch of the output part is shown in Fig. 6.3.

r--, (... i 111 ~... ~
----l ------ -ll. ,----- • ,.__ .J ) .... -.- ~

,.--., ... 1 s--:;
----l. .... -----~ .-----9 .,___ I J ..... .... ...

1----.__- .. S4

Rbn6
...~---IlI C

Fig.6.3

The modeled gate has 4 Schottky's, but the second and third

Schottky diode are not connected to a bonding pad. For measure

ments only SI, S4 and C could be used. Still it is possible

to find the resistances with measurements. Fig.

6.4. illustrates the method used.

R,

B .....-~

S1 S4
Fig.6.4
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Five measurements were done to find the five unknown re

sistances :

1) Transistor collector series resistance measurement using

B, E and C.

:> R
1

+ R3 + R4 = 300 .n.

2) Transistor collector and Schottky series resistance

measurement using B, E and Sl

~ R1 + R2 = 185 rL

3) Transistor collector and Schottky series resistance

measurement using B, E and S4

~ R1 + R5 + R3 = 310 .n...

4) Schottky diode series resistance measurement using Sl

and C

:::> R2 + R3 + R4 = 250 .n..

5) Schottky diode series resistance measurement using S4

and C

~ R4 + R5 = 120 SL

The five equations can be solved resulting in :

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

With some insight it can be seen that these five resis

tances correspond with the circuit resistances as :

Rcn + ~n1 = R1
Rd1 = R

2

~n2 + ~n3 + ~n4 = R3
Rd4 = R5
~n5 + ~n6 = R4

The spacing between the 4 Schottky's is equal and the series

resistance of every Schottky diode in the epi layer is also

almost equal.
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This means :

~n2 = ~n3 = ~n4
Rd1 = Rd2 = Rd3 = Rd4

The fact that the measured resistances R2 and R5 are about

equal support the last equality.

Combining all these results with a calculated R (to decn
vide R1 into the two resistances ~n1 and Rcn ) delivers

Table 6.3.

Rd1 = Rd2 = Rd3 = Rd4 = 67 n..

~n2 = ~n3 = ~n4 = 43 Sl.

~n5 + ~n6 = 55 SL (no separation needed)

R = 90 .n..--bn1

R = 30 -n.cn

Table 6.3.

Simulation results set up with the aim to check the resis

tances of Table 6.3. correspond very well with measurements.

The Schottky series resistance calculated with RESIS fits

extremely well the measured value. Fig. 6.5. illustrates this

calculation.

Rdi CALCULATION

n

~:)n3nn3~
p

4 4 4

~O.71101
~5(11

12 (24)
Fig. 6.5
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The physical location of the rectangular block whioh is

used in RESIS~is indicated in the cross section. The used

dimensions of the block are given in;nn together with the

number of steps for each axis between brackets. The contact

planes are hatched. The dope is constant for the epitaxial

layer and is 2EI6cm- 3 . The result obtained with this data

is Rd = 66 ..n.. •
The division of R1 into Rcn and ~nl was done with RESIS

information. R is calculated as indicated in Fig. 6.6.cn

R CALCULATION:cn

n

~__I77J_n_+_n_I77J__rzz:lI----.J~
p

c.:::::::::J 0.2151

~ 5(1)

4(5) Fig. 6.6

The result is R = 31..n.., what leaves about 90..!"l.. forcn
the resistance ~nl.

Another resistance of the output part is R , the series re-s
sistance of the substrate capacitance. This resistance is

very difficult to calculate. There was no way to measure

this resistance too. An estimated value is used:

R = 200 n...s
Fortunately Rs is not of importance for the performance of
t.he model.

The final resistances of the

model are the resistances of

that except the division of

contains measured values and

additional information.
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All the resistances discussed have temperature coefficients.

Each resistance is written as :

(6.1.)+ TEMP.COEFF.*(T-T f»re
= actual temperature

o= reference temperature (298.16 k)

= the resistance at the reference temperature

Tref
Rref

The temperature coefficients are listed in chapter 5"Table 5.2.

Which temperature coefficient should be used for the resis

tances can easily be found with Table 6.1. If a quadratic tem

perature coefficient is important, equation (6.1.) is expanded

in an obvious way.

R r = Rref (l

where T

Fig. 6.7. shows the series resistances of the transistor

part and their physical location.

ox

(0 )

(b)

Ren

Ren

Ren

ox

Fig. 6.7

Of the resistances indicated,R was calculated in the preen
vious section. We have seen before that the merged transis-

tor structure causes the parameter determination for the se-
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parate circuit elements not easy to do with measure-

ments on this structure. This holds too for the series re

sistances. Only one resistance of Fig. 6.6. could be mea

sured satisfactorily. This resistance is R • Measuring thecp
pnp transistor at high currents the resistance R could becp
obtained.

The measured value is

R = 1100.n...
cp

The least interesting resistance is R
en

The intrinsic emitter resistance was calculated with RESIS

to be less than 1..n... Adding the contact resistance the

value will be several ohms. The used value is :

Ren
The resistances ~P1 and Rdn are epi resistances. They can

be estimated because the epi-Iayer has a constant dope of

2E16 cm- 3 •

The reader can try to do this and verify the results with

the resistances calculated with RESIS. We will now list the

calculated results of the 6 resistances left in Fig. 6.7.

R CALCULATIONep

~
+ n I'ZZ!! n an rzn~n+OX

OX OX' n OX .
n+

p -------_......

4 4

~O.5(101
~(1)

8 (10) Fig. 6.8

The result is R = 20 n. At normal current levels the
ep

voltage drop across this resistance is only some millivolts,

what makes this resistance not critical.
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R CALCULATION
bpI

p~
r fZ7] n fZ2I rn ~n+OXOX p. OX ~ --J.

_ n+

Fig.6.9

The result is ~Pl = 6387!L . The territory of this re

sistance is difficult to indicate. The rule of the thumb that

the effective base resistance length is about 1/3 of the total

base length cannot be used. Most of the base current flows in

the emitter part covered with metal on top, because this part

has a much lower beta then the emitter part without metal on

top. The total resistance area is chosen to be the complete

emitter part without metal on top and 1/3 of the emitter part

with metal on top (see Fig. 6.9.).

~p2 CALCULATION :

~__:_+_n_IZZJ__rzz;a_~
p

1.5 4 1.5

c?:----?b!~(~l
7(14} Fig. 6.10
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The result is lbp 2 = 33...0.. •

The resistance per square of the buried layer is 31 ~D-1.

In Fig. 6.10 we have half a square between the contacts what

should make the resistance 15.5SL. The calculated value

is about twice the expected value because the buried layer

has extra resistances to the contacts. The top dope of

the buried layer is not at the surface of the buried layer

buuat about 0.8 fm below the surface. Measuring the re

sistance per square with large structures the contacting

problem does not arise, but in the structure of our gate it

does.

That's why the calculated value is about twice the expected

value.

Rdn CALCULATION :

~__J7ZiI_n_+_n_I7ZJ__IZ'Z2I_cq~x

~0.2(51
~(1)

2.5(5) Fig.6.11

The result is Rdn = 50 n.. With the epi resistivi ty of

0.3 ~cm this result is as expected.

lb1 CALCULATION :

IZZJ PZZJ I77.lI m:--
~--n-+_n --,:S;-

p

4 6

0.5(10Jc!:---~~:~~
10 (10) Fig. 6.12
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The result is ~1 = 1097 ~. This resistance is the non

-pinched part of the base resistance of the npn. Here we

expect a much smaller value. The resistance per square of

the non-pinched base is 500 ..0.0-1 • Fig. 6.12 shows that

here is in principle 6/5 = 1.2 square, resulting in 600lL

for ~1. The calculated value is larger for the same

reason mentioned at the calculation of ~p2.

The top dope of the base is at 0.1 fm below the surface.

For the contact at 0.25 fm below the surface this implies an

extra contact resistance above the resistance per square cal

culation. The total extra resistance of 1097-600 = 497 ~

seems to be large, but the pinched resistance (base resis

tance under emitter) of B k.n. 0-1 indicates already that

the resistivity of the base increases considerably with the depth.

This makes the calculated value of 1097..rL reasonable.

~2 CALCULATION

n

~__~_+_n_I7ZI__pz2!__~
p

~ -ii'{~}25 (101

1.5 (5) Fig. 6.13

The result is ~2 = 952~. The territory of an effective

~2 is not well defined. The rule of the thumb that the effective

emitter width is about 1/3 of the total emitter width is

used to find 1. 5 fm.

Using the resistance per square for the pinched base of
-1BK.n. 0 , ~2 should be 1. 5.. BK.f"L /5 = 2400.0... If we take

-3the average dope of the pinched region to be 1E1Bcm (see

Appendix B for the dope profile) the average resistivity of
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the pinched region is 0.06 ~cm. The rough approximation of

~2 Willpthan be : 1.5E-4

R =r .A =0 06 . 0.25 E_4 I: 5 E-4 .n. =72 0 .n. .
This fits more the calculated value of 952 £L than the re

sistance of 2400 LL using the resistance per square.

If the dope profile or the junction depths are not as as

sumed to be, this difference can be explained. Another effect

which increases the resistance is the depletion layer which

decreases the effective base width. Our calculation does not
include the depletion layers.

Since in this case more value is set on the measured

resistance per square the value used in the model is chosen

to be ~2 = 2000 n. .

6.6. Critical review---------------
Nowhere we did benefit of the three dimensional capabilities

of RESIS to calculate the resistances (devision of the y axis

was done nowhere). The reason is, that all the calculated

resistances have equal-potential planes as a good first order

approximation. As said before this reduction to a two

dimensional problem allows a refinement of the two dimensional

calculation. However for non-walled structures we can benefit

of the three dimensional capability.

Another remark what has to be made deals with the determina.tion

of the resistances •. From the way the resistances were determined

in the last two sections, the reader might have the im-

pression that the author assumes that the obtained resistances

correspond very well the actual series resistances in

the device. If this impression did arise, please get rid of

it. There are a lot of reasons why the stated resistances can

be wrong, and I am aware of it.

Some of them are :

- accuracy of RESIS

- the uncertainty about the point of contact of a resistance

- not using the exact junction depths
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- wrong dope profiles

- mask tolerances

- mask alignment

- the encroachment or outdiffusion is not as expected

- the depletion layer thickness

The problems with these effects is that they cannot be quan

tized better than the data used in the previous sections,

or where statistic effects appear the~ value is the best

one to use. For all the resistances determined there is no

reason (except the one which will be discussed in the follo

wing section) to decrease or increase the obtained values,so

the obtained values are used.

This section gives a survey of the complete circuit of a

gate with its parameters. All the parameters have been dis

cussed. Some series resistances differ slightly from the

given values in the previous sections. They were trimmed to

adjust the simulation results with the measurements.

Appendix A contains the diode and npn transistor model of

PHILPAC. The used transistor models are :

C: NPN TRANSISTOR HOOEL$
MODEL: TRNCC,e,E) INO,~~N,BRN,CHEN,CBCN,TFN,TRN,~EN.VCNa

TN1Ct,6,E) 1,INO,1,BFN,30,8RN.O,O,O,TFN,C8EN,
VEN,O.4Q,TRN,CHCN,VCN,O.38S

OXS
VCECTN1)=O.lS
ICCTN1)=tE-4$
ENOS

ENOS

c: PNP TRANSISTOR MODELS
MODEL: TRPCC,8,E) IPO,BFP,BRP,CBEP,C8CP,TFP,TRP,VEP,VCPS

TP1CC,B,E) 1,IPO,1,8FP,lOO,BRP,O,O,O,TFP,C8EP,
VEP,O.4,TRP,CBCP,VCP,O.4S

OXS
VCECTP1)=-O.7S
ICCTP1)=lE-4S
ENOS

ENOS
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And the used diode model is

C: PN DIODE AND SCHOTTKY DIODE MODELS
MODEL: DIOACA,~) 100,Co,TO$

0ICA,K) 1,IOO,I,0,TO,CO,I,0.5$
ENDS

With these three models we can easily construct the gate

model corresponding to Fig. 4.9. A lot of abbreviations

differ from the ones used in this report. This had to be

done due to PHILPAC notation requirements for the para

meters. I hope its not confusing.

C: ISL GATE MODELS
MODEL: GATECI,OA,OB,OC,OO,G) INO,MFN,bRN,CBEN,C8CN,TFN,TRN,VEN,VCN,

IPO,BFP,BRP,CBEP,CBCP,TfP,TRP,VEP,VCP,
C5,IOOA,l006,CO,CON,TAUON,
RBNA,~BN~,RCN,REP,REN,R8PA,RCP,RCA,

~C8,R5,RO,RBPB,RDk$

T~NIC8,2,5) INO,~FN,BRN,CMEN,C~CN,TfN,TRN,VEN,VCN$

TRP1(7,b,4) IPU,dfP,BRP,CijEP,C~CP,TFP,TRP,VEP,VCPS

OIOAICOA,14) lUOA,CO,OS
DIOA2COB,15) IDOA,CO,OS
DIOA3(OC,1&) IOUA,CO,O$
OlOA4COD,17) IOOA,~O,OS

DIOA5(19,20) I008,CDN,TAUDN$
CIC9,G) C55
R1CI,19) RHNAS
R2(I,4) RF:~$

R3CS,G)' RENS
R".C3,b) RBPA~

HS(7,G) RCP$
Rb09,2) RBNB$
to 08, 10) RCA$
iol800,1l) RCB~

R901,12) RCB~

RI0C12r13) RCij$
RI1C11,9) RS$
RI2(10,14) RO$
rlI3C11,15) iotOS
RI4C12,lb) RnS
iH5C13, 17) RO~

RlbC18,d) RCN~

R17C18,3) RBPBS
IH8(20,:3> fWR$

ENDS
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The collector contact C is skipped in this gate model.

And the complete list of all the parameters for the modeled

gate is

c: LIST UF PAkAMET£~S$

INO =lE-17$
IOOH =33E-21~

TAUON =177N$
CuN =O.0135P~

BFN =7U*(1+TbFN*OELT)$
ijRI,. =30u $

CdEN =O.047P*(1+TCEN*OELT)$
CBeN =O.OlS5P*(1+TceN*OELT)$
TFN =2RP$
TRI'4 =75~$

VEN =l*(l-~*TeEN*UELT)S

VCN =O.75*(1-2*TeCN*OELT)$
H'O =5E-17$
BFP =355

tJRP
eBEP
eaep
TFP
T~P

VEP
VCP
es
10UA
lOOT
FA
FB
VGO
PHIBO
CD
ReNA
RBNB
ReN
RDR
REP
HEN
Rep A
RBPR
Rep
RCA
ReB
RS
RI)

RVOED
kLOAD

=O.04*(1+TBHP*OELT)S
=O.023P*(1+re~p*DELT)$

=O.007~*(1+lCCP*DELT)$

=O.IINS
=1.2NS
=O.75*(1-2*TeEP*DELT)S
=O.b6*(1-2*TCBN*DELT)S
=O.2P*(1+TCBN*UELT)$
=IOOT*«TK/2Q8.1b)**O.2>*EXP(FA*F8*«1/TK)-(1/29&.16»
=2.5f-13S
=I/KQ$
=VGO-PHIBO~

=1~2'

=0.78$
=O.OlP$
=IIOO*(l+TSP*UELT+TSPQ*DELTQ)$
=2000*(1+TPl*DELT+TPIQ*DELTQ)$
=30*(1+TEPI*OELT)$
=50*(1+TEPI*DELT)$
=20*(1+TSP*uELT+TSPg*OELTQ)S
=10*(1+T~N*uf.LT>$

=b300*(1+TE~I*OELT)$

=33*(1+TdN*OELT)S
=1100*(1+TSUB*O~LT)S

=100*(1+T~N*OELT)$

=4S*(1+T~N*UELT)$

=200*(1+TSUB*OELT)$
=70*(1+TEPI*OELT)S
=14000*(1+TSPG*DfLT)$
:1000KS



ENDS

TSP
TSPQ
TPI
TPIQ
TSN
TlPI
TSUB
TBN
TDP
TON
TSPG
TCEN
TCCN
TCEP
TCCP
TcaN
TBF'"
TaRN
T8RNg
TaFP
TBRP
DELT
OELTQ
TI<
I<TQ
KQ
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=2f.-l&~

=7E-6:b
=2E-3:&
=bE-bSt
=If-3$
=oE-3:11
=6E-3i
=1.3E-3$
=1£-3$
=1.2£-35
=3E-3S
=IE-3:&
=1.2E-35
=1.2E-35
=1.6E-3~

=1.6E-35
=5.&E-35
=2.7E-35
=-7E-6S
=IE-3$
=IE-31
=TfMP-2SS
=DELT*uELTS
=TfMP"'273.1bS
=KCh TK$
=8.&2E-5$

As they are all explained in this and the preceding chapter

this list should be clear.
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7. Theoretical propagation delay time of I 2L, STL and ISL

7.1. Schematic differences between 1 2L STL and ISL_________________________________ L _

From a schematic point of view the three logics mentioned

differ rather well. Fig. 7.1. shows the logic gate of

each logic family in discussion.

.+
I

v+

(a) IlL

~=

~=

.+
I

(b)STL

low barrier Schottky diode
high barrier Schottky diode

Fig.7.1

In this chapter analytical expressions which provide the

average propagation delay time will be given for each type

of logic. An analytical analysis can be performed for dif

ferent current levels. At high current levels the charge

in the various junction capacitances is small compared with

the active transistor charge. This chapter deals not with

this current level. Low current levels will be examined

where the active charge is suppposed to be small compared

with the junction capacitances charge, and only under this

condition the formulas can be applied. As Fig. 7.1. shows,

ISL and STL differ in the clamp device. Where in STL a

Schottky diode clamps the npn transistor, in ISL a ver

tical pnp decreases the saturation level of the npn. Both

ISL and STL have an internal node that is not present in 1 2L,
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but if we compare the depletion capacitances to be

charged by the current source i we will see that for

all the three logics i has to charge the effective base-col

lector capacitance, the base-emitter capacitance and the

collector-substrate capacitance (if present) of

the previous stage (under neglect of the Schottky diode

capacitances). This implies that if the charge time of

the input node dominates the average propagation delay

time, the expressions for the propagation delay times for

the three types of logic will be similar.

7.2. R~QE~9~~!Qn_g~!~Y_~!~~_Q~_!:~

Fig. 7.2. shows two stages out of an I 2L inverter chain

with the junction capacitances indicated.

-If
~trise

c

Fig.12

In [10J it is derived that if the risetime of the node A

is longer than the fall time of node A (the condition in

a 3 stage ringoscillator is that the beta of the npn trans

sistor has to be larger than 2), the average propagation delay

time of a gate is

(7.1.)

In [10] the time t. is calculated too. We will rerl.se
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capitulate this here briefly.

If we neglect the npn transistor base current Fig. 7.3.

shows the simplified waveforms of the nodes indicated in

Fig. 7.2.

~
--------- -

VA I liV
I

I
I

~Va I I liV__ 1._____ _
I I
I I

: ~-----lliV

I I

t=o t=t rise

In theaille interval between t = 0 and t = t. the threer1se
capacitances C

bC1
' C

bc2
and C

be2
have to be charged by i to a vol-

tage difference of respectively 2 ~V, AV and ~V. '!he t:ime needed to

do this can easily be calculated.

i =3

l = L C· AV· / Ati=1 l l U .

l = (C bC1'2bV + C bC2 ' flV + Cbe·flV ) / t rise

And in general t. equalsr1se

t rise =

Using (7.1.) we find

3.C be + Cbe

2.i
(7.2.)

In [10]it is shown that even if the npn base current is

not negligible (but ~ 2) this equation holds.

The formula shows that t
pd

is determined only by the

logic swing, the current level and the capacitances.
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Fig. 7.4. shows three stages out of an STL inverter chain

with all the junction capacitances indicated.

Cbe2 Cbe3

Fig.7.4

In [j.l] is shown that here too the average propagation

delay time equals

where this (as in I 2L) the time between similar wavec arge
forms (node A and E). Fig. 7.5. shows that tcharge is some-

what longer than the time it takes to charge the node C.

VA ----- ------- Av

VB 2!J.V
I
I

Vc
----r--- I !J.VI __ ..J_______

I
I

Vo

VE I I I !J.V____,- ___ .J_-1_

I I I
I I I

t=O : t =tcharge
t=t1 Fig.7.S
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2
This is different from the I L situation due to a larger

logic swing of the internal collector node. The internal

nodes (VB and Vo) have a logic swing which is about double

the logic swing of the external nodes (VA' Vc and VE) •

The time t h determines the average propagation delayc arge
time, because that is the time between the similar wave-

forms at node A and E. When Vo starts to decrease, the cur

rent source i, connected to node E, will gradually switch

over from the transistor T3 into the diode 02.

When Vo has made half of its voltage swing (still ~.2 AV = AV

to go) the current i will from that moment on completely

flow into 02. At this time VE will start to decrease

and consequently T3 switches off.

Here too, we can find t h by calculating the time itc arge
takes to charge all the capacitancesJconnected to node C

and B,with the available current i. Ooing this we neglect

the base current of T2 and assume that the clamp diode of

transistor Tl contributes marginally to charge node B.

Simulation results support these assumptions. In the time

interval between t = 0 and t = t h the capacitances Cb l'c arge c
CS1 ' Cbe2 and Cbc2 have the voltage swings 3 AV, 2 AV,

l1V and 2 11 V respectively (see Fig. 7.5.). This results in

the general formula of t h to bec arge

tCharge=
5.C bC + 2.Cs + Cbe

L
. l1V ,

and consequently tpdSTL is found to be

tpdSTL =
5.C bC + 2.Cs + 1.Cbe V--:::;":,,...---=----;;;....;;...- . A .

2.i
(7.4.)

If in I 2L there would have been a collector substrate ca

pacitance,the formula (7.2.) would have been

3.C bc + Cs + Cbe V
--..:;.;..-......=..----:;,.;~ . 11

2.i
(7.5.)
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The logic swing of the collector in r 2L is AV,in STL the

vol tage swing of the collector is 2~ A V. This explains the

extra 2Cb and C in formula (7.4.) compared with (7.5.)c s

Fig. 7.6. shows two stages out of an rSL inverter chain with

the junction capacitances indicated.

Cbe2

Fig.7.6

At low current levels there is no fundamental difference

between the switching mechanism of ISL and STL. To charge

node B and node C the only current available is the current

supplied by the current source connected to node C. In [1]J

the internal voltage swing of rSL is derived and here too,

this swing is about 211 AV. The consequence is that (7.4.)

is also valid for ISL :

5.Cbc + 2.C s + 1.Cbe
2. i (7.6.)

So ISL and STL, made in the same basic process, have about

equal average propagation delay times at low current levels.

The formulas derived can be applied, as mentioned before, if the

active transistor charge is small compared with the junction
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capacitances charge.

Suppose we make all the 3 types of logic in a same process,

then the current levels at which the derived formulas hold

differ. For STL and ISL, where transistor storage is limited

by a clamp device, the current level for which equations

(7.4.) and (7.6.) can be used lis much higher than the cur-

rent level at which equation (7.2.) can be used. This due to

the fact that in I 2L transistor storage is not limited by a clamp

device. In addition, I 2L has a logic swing which is about

3 times the logic swing of ISL or STL.

At normal current levels this causes I
2

L to be much slower due to

the transistor storage and the larger logic swing.

A more detailed analysis in [11] shows that the factors 5,2

and 1 in (7.4.) and (7.6.) depend on the application.

Starting from a DC state or having a ringoscillator with a

limited number of stages, different propagation delay times

are obtainea aue to the fact that node voltages do not reach

their ultimate voltage within a certain time interval. In the

next chapter these effects will be discussed quantitatively.
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8. Propagation delay time under different circumstances

The first point to be remarked is that the reasoning given in

this chapter for ISL, holds for STL too. The propagation

delay times discussed in this chapter are restricted to the

low current operation of a gate using the same validity

region as the one of the previous chapter. We have seen in

chapter 7 that in an inverter chain the current source has

to charge, via a Schottky diode, the internal node (STL and

ISL) of the preceding inverter. It is this charge function

which requires a more detailed analysis. In Fig. 8.1.

this is illustrated.

A

Cs

o

B

Fig. 8.1

If i has to charge the nodes A and B, the current through

o decreases exponentially if A increases and

the voltage at node B would be constant. Even if the voltage

at node B is not constant, the current to charge Cs decreases

very fast, and the consequence is that node B will reach

its final level before node A. The transistor Tl will con

sequently switch on before node A has reached its ultimate

value. This effect makes the propagation delay time calculated

in the previous chapter too pessimistic (see Fig. 7.5. where

node B does reach its final level before node C), and empirical

results to quantize the effect on t pd will be given in the

next two sections.
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If the voltages in an inverter chain all have the DC

values, the propagation delay time is the worst case pro

pagation delay time, because when a gate switches each

node has to start from its ultimate DC level. Correspon

ding to section 8.1. the node voltages will be as sketched

in Fig. 8.2. ( refer, if nescessary, to Fig. 7.4. and Fig.

7.5. ).

v, - - - -6;,;~:_]:~V
I
I

Ve .\ - - - - ~V

(0)

(b I
Fig.8.2

The waveforms of Fig. 8.2. are realistic simulated node

voltages using the model as described before. The value

k 2 depends mainly on the various circuit capacitance

ratios. For the modeled gate we found k
2
= 0.3 using

circuit simulation results. This implies that formula
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(7.6.) is not realistic and must be replaced by:

t (DC) - (4+k2 )·C bc +(1+k 2 ).C s +C be ·/1V
pdISL - 2.i

(8.1)

where k 2= 0.3 for the model used. Formula (8.1) is the

worst case propagation delay time for ISL (and STL, but

there k 2 can be different), neglecting transistor storage

and series resistances.

Due to the fact that the charge time of the internal node

is extremely long, in a ringoscillator the situation will

occur that V
D

does not have to start from V
iH

, but from

a level V
iL

+ (l + k 1 L/1V (see Fig. 8.3.)

Fig. 83

This will decrease the average propagation delay time to:

(8.2)

The factor k 1 depends on the number of stages of the ring

oscillator. Even in a 21 stage ringoscillator k
1

was found

to be 0.7. Substituting k 1= 0.7 and k 2= 0.3 results in:
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4.C bc + 1.3.Cs + Cbe
2.i

(8.3)

Using (8.3), only the depletion layer capacitances determine

the calculated propagation delay time. In [11] a more

general formula is derived which includes the active mino

rity storage in the epilayer. We only mention here

the obtained result.

4.C bc+ 1.3.Cs + Cbe V--.....::;..;;'------"----./i +
2 .i

(8.4)

.... f3 fpeff 1where eXp= =
1+ P->fpett 1 + 1 + 2.~ + 1.. (3fP afn+ 1

'( p= '('fP +~·L'Dn

1'= INO/IPO and ~=ION/IPO

The term 2.~ represents the total reverse base current of

the complete npn region. The total reverse base current

of the npn region is modeled by the diode On and the beta

reverse of the npn, and equals:

( ION + IN0 ). ex p (q.v )
(3RN kJ

ION i qV
= (IPO+ f3

RN
)·IPO.ex p ( kJ )

The two terms in this expression are equal (see section

5.3.), and so we can write the expression as:

2.(~~~LIPo.exP(~i) = 2.~.IPo.exP(ti)
This explains the ~; used in equation (8.4.).

The expressions for oc.~and"t;differ from the ones in [11]

due to the fact that in this report a more detailed mode

ling of the npn region is used. Since the more detailed

modeling does not change the total active minority storage

in the epilayer, the value of ~~ is very close to the one

used in [11].

In the next chapter equation (8.4.) will be used to cal

culate the average propagation delay time and compare its

value with measurements and simulation results.
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9. Modeling and measured results as a function of temperature

The average propagation delay time can be measured using

a 21 stage ringoscillator where each stage has the layout

discussed in section 3.3. To check the derived model per

formance, a 21 stage ringoscillator simulation was carried

out. The need to do this, and not to simulate a chain of

some stages, was illustrated in the previous chapter.

The simulated propagation delay time was obtained as indi

cated in Fig. 9.1.

V"_,~v".,

Fig.9.'

If we observe in a part of the ringoscillator 3 succes

sive stages, two of the three node voltages will have

equal waveforms. The delay between these two waveforms

represents a low to high and a high to low propagation

delay time. The average propagation delay time is the

mean value of these two delay times, so:

t pLH + t pHL

2
- 1 t- -. d

2
(9.1)

Use of this method to obtain t pd from simulation results,

corresponds well to the real propagation delay time

in the ringoscillator. The determination of t and
pLH

t pHL is not easy and often questionable. For some logic

families the 50% value between VH and VL is realistic to

determine t pLH an t
pHL

• For ISL however, the input vol

tages control directly the state of the npn transistor,

and this makes a gate to switch off almost immediately

when an input voltage starts to decrease from V
H

. Instead

of the 50% value a more realistic way for ISL (assuming

the transistors to be ideal switches) to determine t
pHL

and t pLH is illustrated in Fig. 9.2.
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I I I
It -II -,

t pLH t pHL
Fig. 9.2

Since this is not a very practical method, a threshold voltage

below V
H

can be used to find t pHL and t
pLH

. In this report

no values for t an t LH will be given and only tpd will bepHL p
used. Another remark to be made deals with the ringoscillator

simultation. Before the simulation program starts with a

transient analysis, a DC analysis is performed and these results

will be used as the initial transient condition. This implies

that the first time a gate sWitches, the switching behaviour is

the DC switching behaviour (see section 8.2.). Useful results

can only be obtained if we observe a stage at the second time

it switches. Investigations, using ringoscillator simulations

where a certain gate switches several times, did show that

the propagation delay time differs if a gate switches the first

or second time, but the third and following obtained propaga

tion delay times are very close the second obtained propagation

delay time(as expected). Fig. 9.3. shows the measured, simula

ted and calculated results for the modeled gate.

At very low currents per gate the propagation delay time de~

creases with temperature because the logic swing decreases.

In fact the propagation delay time depends there on the deple-

tion capacitances and the logic swing. The depletion capaci

tances increase somewhat with the temperature, but the decrease

of the logic swing dominates, which results in a shorter propaga

tion time. For currents above 100 ~A the propagation delay

time increases with the temperature. Here the increase of the

series resistances is the main reason for this effect. The definite

influence of series resistances is strikingly illustrated by the

simulation result with all series resistances taken zero.

In the measured ringoscillator resistances of 12 k!l. are used
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10 r:--------------..

1000

measured
simulated
simulated with
out resistances
calculated (8.4)

...... 25°C
•........
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2

5

0.2 ':-_L...-..L-L.....L..J.....L.iu...&..._---L..----L---L........................
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1.0
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>.
o
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"0
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oa.
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Fig. 9.3

to supply the input currents for ISL gates. Calculated results

using (8.4.) with the supply resistance capacitance and a wi

ring capacitance added are indicated in Fig. 9.3. The two

mentioned capacitances can be added in the numerator of the

first term of (8.4). This because these capacitances are in

parallel with the capacitance C
be

.

Fig. 9.3. shows the validity region to predict the propagation

delay time with equation (8.4) (above 60 pA deviations occur).

To predict parameter influence on the logic swing we will give

here a first order theoretical analysis.

In [11] it is shown that if a gate is in the ON state, the

current i will almost completely flow into the gate, and the

current through the Schottky diode of the preceding gate can

be neglected. We will derive here the logic swing using this

assumption. Fig. 9.4. shows two complete ISL stages. Gates

A and C are ON, and gate B is in the OFF state. The beta

forward of the npn is so high (~50) that the forward base
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Fig.9.4

current of the npn can be neglected. The emitter current

of the pnp transistor in gate A equals:

I PO ( q (V, - V2 )
lepnp = ex exp k T

f P •

and the reverse base current of the npn equals

. I NO (q (V, -V2) )
l bRNnpn = {3RN ex p k.T

If we add mathematically this current to the emitter current
¥

of the pnp, the pnp will have an effective O(pinstead of Dt p•

where

... _{IPO INO} [q(v,-V2)]_
l epnp - ex. + n. ex p k T -

fp I~RN •

~ _ 1 +~
oc fp oLfp ~

I PO [q (V1-V2) ]
0<..- exp k T

f P •

(9.2)

with 't = INO/IPO

Using the assumptions made before, this effective

equal to the available current i, so

v, -V
2

=kJ .Pn( exfP·i )
q IPO

.If
L e pnp

(9.3)

is

Since gate B is in the OFF state, no current will flow into

this gate, and V3-V2 can easily be calculated to be

v - V = k .T 1n ( i
3 2 q I DO

(9.4)
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The logic swing can be found using (9.3) and (9.4.):

bV = V - V = k.T .Pn ( o<.;p . i )
R 1 3 q I PO

= k .T in ( ex.f p. I 0 0
q IPO

k.T Pn ( i
q 100

(9.5)

Using the values determined in chapter 5, VR will be

k.T
q

= 220

-Pn (

mY.

-1L
0.98.25.10

5.10-17

Measured logic swings are somewhat lower due to series re-

sistances. With such small logic swings the change of

the logic swing due to temperature variations is relatively

important. We will take CX;p= 1 and analyze the tempera

ture effect of the logic swing. The saturation currents

IDO and IPO can be written as:

A (q.QJB
I 0 0 = c1·T . ex p - k .T

and

(9.6.)

(9.7.)

where ~B and VG are the Schottky barrier height and the

bandgap respectively, and c 1 and c 2 are temperature inde

pendent factors. The factor A equals 2, and ~ is about 1.8.

Both the bandgap and the Schottky barrier height are tempera

ture dependent. Using a first order linear extrapolation we

can write them as:

(9.8.)
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where VGO and ~BO are the bandgap and barrier height at
o oK.

Substituting the set (9.8.) in (9.6.) and (9.7.) results in:

>.
100 = c 3 .T . ex p (-

i
I PO = c4 . T .ex p (-

q. f2J BO

k.T

q.VGO

kJ

where ~BO ' V GO ' C3 and C4 are temperature independent.

The saturation currents as a function of the temperature are

than:

(9.9.)

If we measure both saturation currents at two different

temperatures the set (9.9.) provides the values ~BO and VGO
The value VGO is well known to be 1.2 V,but ~BO is not

ebvious. A measured value is ~BO = 0.78 V.

Substituting the set (9.9.) in (9.5.) results in:

>.- ~

AV = kqJ in (IOOR ) + kJ , n (l) + f2JBQ( 1 - r.T ) + VGo( 1 - TT )
IPO R q TR R R

A differentiation gives the temperature dependence of ~V:

d AV 1 { V. V k.TR e ) k .TRn ( T )"-l}CiT = TR A R + 080- GO + q (A - 5 + q .In TR

Around the reference temperature TR the linear temperature

dependence is:

Substituting the previous mentioned values gives the

dAY = _ 65.10- 5 VK- 1

dT
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At a temperature difference of 100 oK this implies:

The temperature modeling of the bandgap and the Schott-

ky barrier height was essential to get the simulation results

in agreement with the measurements. The measured and simu

lated logic swing as a function of the temperature and current

per gate is shown in Fig. 9.5.

~ V (mV) r-----------....,

200

160

120

20 40

[J . measured
x .simulated

60 80 100
--- TIOC}

Fig. 9.5

If we observe the logic swing at 10 ~A per gate (where series

resistances can be neglected), a difference of 70 mV between

20 0 C and 1200 C can be observed. This corresponds very well with

the calculated 65 mV difference. Above 100 ~A the series

resistances begin to playa non negligible role, and devia

tions from the theoretical results using the formulas derived

in this section occur.
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10. The influence of series resistances

A dominating influence of series resistances can be ob

served in the Schottky part. In Fig 10.1 the resis

tances of importance for the logic swing are indicated.

Fig. 10.1

If the gate is in the ON state, and a fan-out of 4 is

present, through each Schottky diode a current i will

flow coming form the gates connected to the 4 outputs.

In this case the logic swing AY" = VH - Y~ will be

smaller than the AV derived in chapter 9, due to the

voltage drop across the series resistances. If we neglect

the voltage differences in the transistor part, AV· will

deviate from AV according to

(l0.1.)

Substituting the determined resistances gives

6V - 6V'fc= (400 +135 + 90 +45 +70).i n
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At a current level of 100 ~A this gives a voltage drop

h . *across t e ser1es resistances of AV - AV = 74 mV.

And at 125°C where all series resistances are increased this

voltage drop has increased to :

'*AV125 - 6V125 = 87 mV.

In Fig. 10.2. the logic swing as a function of the fan-out

and the temperature is shown. If we extrapolate the ob

tained curves to a mathematical fan-out of zero, which is in

fact the logic swing with all series resistances taken zero,

we find the decrease of the logic swing, using the extrapo

lated value and the value at a fan-out of 4, to be 70 mV at

T = 25°C and 81 mV at T = 125°C.

This corresponds very well with the calculated values.

120

60 ,

1 2 3 4
--•• Fan-out

Fig. 102

Measurements have shown that notwithstanding the increase of the

input voltage with the fan-out, the node voltage VA (see

Fig. 10.1.) increases about as much as the input voltage due

to series resistances. This makes the calculated values to

correspond with the measured values, because the calcu-

lated values do not take transistor voltage differences into

account.
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In fact in Fig. 10.2 each line represents the series resis

tances effect, and the distance between the lines shows

the temperature effect discussed in chapter 9. If the logic

swing decreases too much, correct circuit operation becomes

doubtful. Tolerable minimum logic swings are very difficult

to provide. The next section tries to quantize the minimum

logic swing.

A detailed analysis of the noise margins for ISL is not easy

[12, 13]. The mirror and maximum square method to find the

worst case series voltage noise margin cannot be applied for

an ISL stage, because the output impedance is not very small

compared with the input impedance. It is mainly this reason

what causes noise margin calculations extremely difficult for
ISL. In practice noise is always present in a circuit.

Noise may be internally generated or picked up from signals

on the power-supply lines, or by radiation form other or

nearby signals. To get an idea about the noise margin,

computer simulations can provide worst case noise margins.

We will distinguish here the series voltage noise margin

and the ground line voltage noise margin. The worst case

noise margin can be obtained using an infinitely long chain

where each gate has a noise voltage. Instead of using such

a chain a more' simplified method is to take

a flip-flop and observe when the flip-flop changes its state.

In Fig. 10.3 this is illustrated.

Simulations according to Fig. 10.3 have been carried out. The in

verter is a complete gate as described before, in which only

the last Schottky output ( S4 in Fig. 4.9 ) is used.

groundline
voltage noise

series
voltage noise

Fig. 10.3
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The simulated results are as sketched in Fig. 10.4.

IN (mV) ~------------=-f-a-n---ou-t-4---'

r160 x - = fan-out 1

140 ".x
120 "
100 X~ies

80 x~ ,

60 x~
X~gnd

20 40 60 80

Fig. 10.4

The current per gate to obtain Fig. 10.4 was set to 100 ~ A.

Especially at high temperatures it will be doubtful if a

complete system would work properly according to Fig. 10.4.

A fan-out decreases the noise margin considerably. How to

cure the problems of Fig. 10.4 will be the subject of chapter 12.

It should be noted here, that a minimum gate-size was used

and a slight difference of the gate layout can improve

the noise margins dramatically (see chapter 12). Current

noise margins and dynamic noise margins are other methods to

determine the noise immunity. They were not calculated for the
modelea ISL gate.

Since the results of Fig. 10.4. are worst case DC noise mar

gins, corresponding to an infinitely long chain, the negative

calculated noise margins with a fan-out of 4 do not imply

that circuit operation will fail if we use the investigated

gates. Tolerable minimum logic swings are difficult to tell.

Circuit designers use, at the moment for ISL, a minimum

worst case logic swing of 80 - 100 mV to obtain correct

circuit operation.
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11. Fan-in an~ Fan-out aspects

11.1 !h~_E!QE2g2~!QD_~~12Y_~!~~_~~_~_!~D£~!QD_Q!_~h~_!~D:!~

~!!~_~~D:Q~~.:.

Having a fan-in or fan-out, the formulas for the average

propagation delay time of chapter 8 no longer hold.

Fig. 11.1.shows a gate which has a fan-out of Fo ·

V1
.......-r----1..-ofD 2

•••

Fig. 111

When gate A is in the ON state, the npn transistor of gate

A has to sink a current of F .i. If gate A switches to
o

the OFF state, an extra current of (Fa-I).i is avail-

able to charge node VI' so the charge time decreases and

with it the average propagation delay time. To charge

the Cbc and Cs of gate A the current Fo.i is available,

but for the gates B, C and D the capacitances Cbc and Cbe

have to be charged with i. Using the same method to find

t pd as in section 8.3 the average propagation delay

time of a gate with fan-out F equals:
o

t Pd ={(1+k1 + 2~~2ICbc+(1~~2)Cs+Cb.}·;i (lLlI
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This equation shows that for F > 1 there is a decrease of
o

the average propagation delay time. In practical circuits

Cs is the dominating capacitance, this makes ~he speed

gain considerably.

Equation (11.1) can be applied as long as the charge time

of an input node is longer then the discharge time of the

input node.

When having a fan-in ,the situation is just opposite. Fig.

11.2 shows gates which have a fan-in of F i .

1

2

•••
F I

, .
Fil---
, .

Fjl---

Fig.11.2

If , in the worst case condition, the gates A, Band C

switch off simultaneously the current i of gate D will be

divided over the F i preceding gates.

In this case the average propagation delay time will be:

t pd ={11 +k 1 +12+k2)oFiloCbc+11+k2)oF,oCs+Cbe}' ;~ ,(11.2)

and since the same gate is used , Cs is the dominating capa

citances here too, this makes the increase of the average

propagation delay time due to a fan-in unpleasant.
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If we substitute practical values we obtain

t pd = (a.3 + a.5.F t ) nsec,

and this indicates how the propagation delay time can in

crease with a fan-in if all the gates switch simultaneous.

With additional cicuitry e.g. we can compensate the in

crease of t pd ' The next section describes some practical

methods to obtain a more or less fan-in independent

average propagation delay time.

11.2 ~~~~~!~~_~Q_~E!QY~_£~~=!~_£2E2g!!!~!~§

In real logic circuits combinations of fan-in and fan-out

always occur, which means that speed degradation due to

fan-in may be compensated or partly compensated

by speed improvement due to fan-out.

Nevertheless critical paths may appear where speed degrada

tion due to fan-in is dominant, so for worst-case analysis

expre"1sion ( 11.2) must be used. At the cost of extra dissi

pation the fan-in dependence of the propagation delay time

can be weakened. We will give here 4 methods to realize

this.

a) !~£!~~§~_9f_~h~_!~E~~_£~!!~~~~

When the current source of gate D in Fig. 11.2 is in

creased to a level of F .. i , the worst case average
l.

propagation delay time decreases to:

t -{(2 k 1+k, )C (1 k)C Cbe} I:t.Vpd- + 2 + F. . bc+ + 2' 5 +~ '-2' (11.3)
l I .l

In ISL the input current has to flow through the pnp

when the gate is in the ON state. This might be pro

blematical for high F. values where voltage drops
l.

across series resistances cannot be neglected.

This .is illustrated ~n Fig. 11.3.
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Fig. 11.3

If gate A switches to the OFF state node V
2

and V3
have to be charged. When iii (Cbc+ Cs ) > il (Cbe+ Cbc )

then dV2/dt > dV3/dt and the current i has to

charge only the capacitances of gate B.

This results in an average propagation delay time of:

t pd= (C be·AV + CbcY+) / 2.L

where v+ is the power supply voltage. To reduce the

term ~c'V+' a Schottky diode can be placed in series

with the resistor.

v,

Fi goreS [

dummy gate
r - - ------ ---,
I V+ I

I i ~ :
I I
I I
I I
I IL- ...J

Fig. 11.4

In Fig. 11. 4 F i dummy gates are used to provide extra

charge current.
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If the dummy gates are not present, the current i of

gate B will be divided into F. equal parts which results
1

in a charge current of F i / i for node VI. With the

dummy gates extra currents i are available to charge

the internal nodes of the F. gates.
1

This results in a worst case average propagation delay

time of:

t pd ={( 1.k 1.(2.k2) F~:1 I·C bc• (1 .k2) F~~1 ,Cs • Cb.}' ;~
In principle speed improvement of a fan-out is used to

compensate speed degradation of a fan-in.

In Fig. 11.5 this is illustrated.

Fig. 11.5

n
dummy
gates

If all the F i gates switch simultaneously the charge

current for gate A equals (l+n) .i/F. , and the
1

worst case average propagation delay time is:

Both layout considerations and speed requirements can be

used to determine a value for n.
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12. Gate layout considerations.

In chapter 10 the noise margin of the modeled gate has

been discussed, and we observed that the influence of the series

resistances was remarkable. Especially the resistances

of the output part influence the logic swing and the

noise margin. The resistances mentioned can be divided

into two groups:

group A: Schottky series ressistances in the epi

layer

group B: Series resistances in the buried layer.

The resistances of both groups can be minim~zed. We

will give here some recommendations to do this:

a) Increase of the Schottky area.

An increase of the Schottky diode area will result in a

proportional decrease of the Schottky series resis

tance to the buried layer. Since the logic swing,

neglecting series resistances, is given by

6V =kJ Pn (100)
q IPO

the logic swing will be affected if we increase the

Schottky diode area. A factor 2in 100 however will

cause the logic swing to increase with only 18 mV at

room temperature. Both the obtained larger logic

swing and the obtained lower Schottky diode series

resistance will result in a better noise immunity.

However the increase of C will cause the average
s

propagation delay time to increase.

b) Increase of buried layer width.

The dimension YBN in Fig. 3.20 is 8,um • If we in

crease the width of the buried layer it will be clear

that series resistances in the buried layer will de

crease proportionally. An increase of the buried layer

width has however also disadvantages. The most impor-
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tant one is that the capacitance Cs of the buried

layer to the substrate will increase and with it the

average propagation delay time. We have to be aware

of this effect.

c) Using a different buried layer.

The present gate has an Antimony buried layer. The

resistance per square of this type of buried layer is

30 ~ 0-
1

• Using Arsenic we can reduce the resistance

per square to 15 ~ 0-
1

• This is a reduction of a

factor 2 without a proportional increase of the sub

strate capacitance C. New ISL products will probablys
be made with an Arsenic buried layer to reduce the

series resistances.

d) Different structure.

In the modeled ISL gate all the Schottky diode currents

have to flow together through the buried layer resis

tance ~nl. If the Schottky diodes are placed as

illustrated in Fig. 12.1 ( the pnp collector contact is

not shown), this is no longer true, and the series

resistances in the buried layer will be less.

Chip layout considerations have to provide the insight

if this proposed structure can be used.

t--.......t---(I 51

t--__--Q} 52

1----1r-----I...--0 53

t--........_---0 54

(0)

51 52

I

E

( b)

53 54

Fig.12.1
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Exact design rules which garantee correct circuit opera

tion with minimum gate dimensions are hard to give. Circuit

simulations where one or a combination of the described

methods are usedJ should be done to check the performance.

12.2 BQ~_~Q_Qg~e!~_§E~~~_ge~e~~~~

The factor K ' which is the INO/IPO ratio, should be

handled with care. This factor tells something about the

effectiveness of the pnp clamp device. Without a detailed
analysis I advise the ratio to be below 0.3, which is a

safety margin.

How the satuEation currents can be calculated was described

before. Using the advised K garantees a clamp function as

desired. Another attack on the ISL speed can be due to

a too large R resistance. If the voltage drop across
this resistan~~ is about a junction voltage, the vertical

pnp will go into saturation, and a speed degradation will

be the result. If i is the current level of the ISL gate,

should be below a junction voltage. The temperature

coefficient TSUB is relatively high and can double the

collector resistance of the pnp at a temperature difference

of 12S
o

C. If the current level is 100 )JA, this result

indicates that the resistance R at room temperature should becp .
below 3 k~. In the modeled gate the resistance is 1100~.

The obtained Rcp value could be achieved by a DP plug as close

as possible to the vertical pnp. To garantee speed, in

ISL designs this should be done always.

12.3. A collector contact-------------------
In chapter 13 the effect of a separate collector contact will

be discussed. It should be noted here, that this too can

reduce series resistances.
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13. Gate variations and system layout of ISL

13.1. Collector contact-----------------

When a gate with a high fan-out has an unfavourable

location on the chip, long metal wires can occur.

Fig. 13.1. shows a method to solve this problem.

r------.QJ- - - - - - - _

(a)
Fi g. 13.1

(b)

Metallization area can be saved by breaking the gate

into 2 pieces (see Fig. 13.1.). The 3 Schottky diodes

are placed in a separate oxide island near to the

inputs of the following gates. The two parts can be

located on the chip as desirable and the total number

of Schottky diodes can be distributed among these two

parts. Since through the collector contact multiple

values of i can flow (as many as Schottky diodes in

the Schottky part), this contact has to be located

as close as possible to the npn transistor to prevent

undesirable series resistances effects. Especially

in gate arrays where the chip layout task has to be sim

plified, collector contacts are welcome.

13.2. ~~!!~e-~~!~!~~

This circuit variation was discussed before to decrease

the fan-in dependence of the average propagation delay

time. Fig. 13.2 shows a gate with a pull-up resistor.
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l~

Fig.112

As concluded before, this is extremely useful when having a

fan-in larger than one. When the fan-in is equal to one, the

effect on t d of R depends on the value of R • Compared with
p p p

a gate without pull-up resistance the substrate capacitance

will increase and the internal logic swing of the gate in

creases too. These two effects make the gate slower, and

the extra charge current supplied by R has at least top
compensate these two effects.

In addition, taking into account the extra power dissipation

it is doubtful whether the resistor R has to be used if nop
fan-in larger then one is present. Only, when ultimate speed

is required this circuit variation can be useful for gates with

a fan-in of one.

To reduce the effective power supply voltage of the resistor

a Schottky diode can be used in series with R [6].
P

Fig. 13.3. shows a method to decrease the logic swing of the

internal node when having a pull-up resistance.

Fig. 13.3

At the cost of an extra Schottky diode island this can be
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realized. Simulation results using the gate of Fig. 13.3 have

shown a remarkable performance improvement compared to

the gate of Fig. 13.2.

Even more layout freedom can be obtained when each Schottky

diode is placed in a separate oxide island. In principle

this method is a variant of the one in section 13.1.

There a gate was split-up into 2 pieces, and here a gate

is split-up into as many pieces as the fan-out of a gate

plus one. The layout freedom has to be payed with an in

crease of the substrate capacitance. The separation of

the gate allows an interesting feature which is illustrated

in Fig. 13.4.

X=PQ+RS
(b)

Fig.13.4

x

r-------,
I
I I

I
I

I IL.- .J

r-------,
I

I I
I
I

I Il.. J

(a)

r--,
S »---:'......._.:..1...

I IL __ .J

,...--,
RD-~I~__.:..'..,

I IL __ .J

,...---,
P ~--,I~__..:..I....

I IL __ .J

r--,
Q~~I.........-:,.....J

I IL __ .J

The decoupling effect of the Schottky's can be skipped, and

collector dotting can be applied. This means that the logic

function showed in Fig. 13.4 can be realized in only one

gate delay. Where minimum circuit delay is required collec

tor dotting can minimize the number of gates to realize a

logic function, and if the time critical path contains less

gates, speed inprovement is the result.
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14. Proposed test modules to improve parameter determination

During the modeling, some ideas have arisen about parameters

which are difficult to determine. In essence some parameters

are difficult to calculate or to measure, but information

on other parameters can be obtained if appropriate

test structures are available. Where these were not

available the parameter determination can be improved

by processing and measuring the test structures proposed.

To improve the parameter determination of the gate described

in this report, the test structures are not always proposed.

To be able to model gates different from the one of this

report, additional process information is desirable and it

is for this reason too, that test structures are proposed

in this report. The test structures,are proposed to obtain

the following information:

a) !~~_~~e~!E~~~_2~E~2!!~~2~

Process technologists have measured the substrate

capacitance per unit bulk area and per unit peri

meter length. With a measured and a simulation

result the capacitance C of the modeled gate wass
fitted to obtain agreement. If the bulk capacitance

per unit area is supposed to be the same as measured

by the ·technologists, the capacitance per unit

perimeter differs remarkably using the fitted Cs
value. The fitted C value, using Fig. 14.1, dids
result in :

oxide n epilayer

-----r----""-- - - -
+i++++I~
channel BNXY
sto pper

2.7 pm

~BNZ = 10-4pFpm-2

T
Fig. 14.1
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-2pF• .u m

and the technologists measured:

CBNXY = 40. 10-5 -2pF • ..urn

It has been assumed that the overlap of BN on OD can create

this difference, because under the oxide we have not

the substrate dope, but the channel stop dope,

which is much higher and creates a larger capacitance

to the buried layer. Test structures with different

overlaps of BN on OD are proposed to check this "assump

tion.

b) ~h~_f~~!~~~~£~_E~f_~g~~f~_Q!_~h~_e~f!~g_!~Y~f_~!~h_~~g

~!~hQ~~_Q!!g~.:.

The resistance ~n1 and ~n2 of the model could be

measured rather well (see chapter 6). The resistance

~n1 is the resistance from the effective point of

contact of the first Schottky to the point where the

base of the pnp and the collector of the npn contact

each other. The resistance ~n1 appeared to be much

larger then the expected value using the resistance
-1

per square of 30.n.. C of the buried layer. Because

~n1 is mainly located where the buried layer is cover

ed with thick oxide we assume that a buried layer cover

ed with oxide has a larger resistance per square. Using
-1

the measured value of ~n1 we found 50~D for the

buried layer covered with oxide. Test structures where

the buried layer is covered with oxide may give a

decisive answer. Because contacting resistances to the

collector of the npn (top of buried layer) can appear
-I

(see chapter 6), the 50 .n 0 may be a bit

overacted.

The fan-out capabilities could only be simulated, since

in the test-gate only 2 Schottky diode outputs were

connected to bonding pads. Quasi fan-out measurements
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were done by putting multiple input currents of a gate

through the last Schottky diode ( S4 in Fig. 4.9.). To

get more accurate fan-out information, a gate with 4

Schottky outputs (which are all connected to separate

bonding pads) is proposed.

d) Y§f~!£~!_EgE_~f~~2!2~Qf

The merged transistor structure of ISL is not easy to

model. No separate pnp transistor with a drawn-back

buried layer was available for measurements. Especially

information about the beta of this transistor is of inte-

rest. In chapter 5 the beta of the pnp was calcula-
ted. To verify this calculation, and to obtain sepa-

rate information about the beta for the part with and

without metal above the emitter, test structures are

needed. Transistors with different ratios of the

emitter part covered with metal and the emitter part

covered with oxide are proposed.

e) g!~gQ2£!!!~~2f2

In the previous chapter the effect of gate variations

were mentioned, and ringoscillators, where these variations

are implemented, are interesting to observe.
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15. Simplified ISL models with their limitations

In the circuit simulation program PHILPAC transistor

models and diode models are available including series

resistances. In the model described in section 6.7

all the resistances were implemented externally. This

was done to be able to obtain voltage drops and

currents through these resistors as PHILPAC output.

-However, to locate, e.g. a base resistance, externally fran the
transistor has also disadvantages. To do a circuit

analysis, a preprogrammed solution method for the

transistor and diode model is used. This solution is

less time consuming then a user defined (for the

program random) circuit. For large system simula-

tions the analysis time can be reduced if resistances

are transfered, where possible, into the diode and

transistor models.

Another remark deals with the list of parameters, for which

a lot of temperature coefficients are used. The cal

culation time of the actual parameters as a function

of the temperature in this list is very small compared

with the-circuit analysis time. So no visible computer

time can be spared bya minimization of the parameter

calculation time.

If we compare in Fig. 9.3 the simulation with the actual

resistances and the simulation with all resistances

taken zero, we see that the obtained average propaga

tion delay time is the same below 60}J A . This means

that the simple model of Fig. 15.1 provides enough accuracy

below a current level of 60 pA.
Because all series resistances are taken zero, the diode

On can be represented by a reverse base current of the

npn.
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Fic. 15.1

To do this correctlY,it can be verified that the beta re

verse of the npn has to be decreased by a factor 2, and the

base collector capacitance of the npn has to be changed to

•CcN = C bcN + Cdn

Since the transistor depletion capacitances are included

in the PHILPAC model, the simplification to combine several

capacitances ( e.g. C and C ) is not needed. Using the
cP s

model of Fig. 15.1 garantees the average propagation delay

time to be almost correct, but the fan-out capabilities

are no longer represented correctly. Even below 60 JJ A the

logic swing and the noise immunity are affected by series

resistances. It is this effect that makes the model of Fig.

15.1 primarily useful to obtain propagation delay times of

large circuits. If the logic swing decreases, due to

series resistances at a current level below 60 pA, the

average propagation delay time will be affected too, and

small deviations from the reality occur using the model of

Fig. 15.1. Actual series resistances of a gate and its fan

out capabilities should provide the insight at what current

level the series resistances can be neglected.

Fig. 15.1 can be seen as a minimum ISL simulation gate. It

uses 6 internal PHILPAC models with 6 gate connection nodes

and one internal gate node.
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A P PEN D I X A

The diode and transistor model of

PHILPAC.
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MODEL D(A,K) - LEVEL 1 - LIST OF VARIABLES

No. Variable Name Description Default

1 Level 1 Model Level - Must be set to 1

2 10 10 Saturation current

3 M M Junction emission coefficient

4 RS RS Series resistor.
5 T TAU Transit time

6 Co CO Zero-bias depletion capacitance

7 VD VD Diffusion voltage

8 p P Grading coefficient

9 T R TR Reference temperature 25

10 TCRSI TCRSA Linear temperature coefficient
of RS 0

11 TCRS2 TCRSB Quadratic temperature coefficient
of RS 0
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MODEL D(A,K) EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

®

DC/TRANSIENT EQUIVALENT

®
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MODEL D(A,K) - LEVEL 1 - EQUATIONS

Constants:

-4
K/q = .86171.10

Temperature Scaling:

o = .005 V * = 1.2
G

TK = TEMP + 273.16 t:.T = TEMP - T
R

V'r = K.TK/q

R ST = RS(l + TC RS1 . AT + TCRS2.~T2)

lOT = lO(TK/TRK ) 1.8 exp [(q/K).(VG*/M). Cl/TRK - l/TK>]

TT = '[". (TK/TRK ) 1. 6

Circuit Elements:
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MODEL TN(C,B,E) - L/::VELl- L1S'l' OF VARIABLES

TR Reference temperature

TCBA Linear temperature coefficient
of S *N

TCBB Quadratic temperature coefficient
of I3 N*

TCRCA Linear temperature coefficient
of R

C

TCRCB QUQdratic temperature coefficient
of He

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Variable

Level

M

s *N

TC RCI

Name

10

M

VEAN

BIS

RC

RB

RE

TAUN

CaE

VDE

PE

TAUI

COC

VDC

PC

Uescription

Model Level - must be set to 1

Saturation current

Junction emission coefficient

Int~rnal normal common-emitter
current gain

Early voltage for forward region

Internal inverse common-emitter
current gain

Collector series resistance

Base series resistance

Emitter series resistance

Forward transit time

Zero-bias emitter depletion
capacitance

Emitter junction diffusion
voltage

Emitter grading coefficient

Inverse transit time

Zero-bias collector depletion
capacitance

Collector junction diffusion
voltage

Collector grading coefficient

Default

25

o

o

o

o
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MODEL TN(C,B,E) EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

B

DC/TRANSIENT BQUIVALBNT
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MODEL TN(C,B,E) - LEVeL 1 - EQUATIONS

Constants:

K/q = .86171 x 10- 4

a I = 81*/(1 + 61 *)

6 = .005

Temperature Scaling:

TK = TEMP + 273.16 liT = TEMP - T
R

VT = K.TK/q

6111T= SN * [1 + TCBl·lIT
2

] ; aNT BNT/(l + BNT )+ TC B2 ·L1T =

RCT = [1 + TC RCl · L1T + TC RC2 · L1T 2 ]

lOT= 10 (T /T ) 1. 8 exp [(q/K) (VG*/M). (l/1RK - l/TK>]K RK

TNT = LW ('1' /T ) 1 . 6
K RK

T IT= t"I. (,1' /T ) 1. 6
K RK

Circuit Elements:

III ::;: lOT. [exp (VB I E 11M. VT > - 1]

<XN'r

1 22 = lOT [exP(VB'C,/M.VT> - 1]
a I

!21 = aNT· III

1 12 - a I ·I 22

I EAN = -(VB,e, + VB'E') .IOT . [eXP(VS'E,/MVT>-eXP(VB'c,/MVT']

VEAN
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!
P /2

1/(1+6) C
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A P PEN D I X B

The dope profiles of the process.
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impurities
in cm-3

SP base profile
without emitter

0.5
1016 L..-..L..-...J..........L.........L.--IJL.....JI...-~....I....-....L---L.. _

1.0
z in)Jm ~
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impurities
in cm-3

emitter, base and
buried layer profile
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impurit ies
in cm-3

-B4-

buried layer
profile
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impurit ies
in cm-3

channel stopper
profile
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DP profile.

1.0 2.0
Z in jJm •
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A P PEN D I X C-------------------

The program RESIS
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C ******************************
C * *
C * FUNLTIO~ ROUITNE RA(P,Q) *
C * *
C ******************************
C P= ~'l)W NUMBER
C Q= COLLUMN NUMBER

FUNCTION RA(P,(J)
COMMOIIJ IC AfO I A
REAL A(402,liu2)
IfHEGE.R P, Q
RA=A(P,Q)
RETURN
ENO

C ****************************
C * *
C * SUBROUITNE ~A(P,Q,APQ) *
C * *
C ****************************
C P = ~O~ NUMBEQ
C Q = COLLUMN NUMBER
C APQ= VALUE TO aE INSERTED INTO THE MATRIX

SUBRUUTINE WA(P,Q,.PQ)
COMMON IC AI'<i1 A
REAL A(402,402)
REAL APQ
INTEGEq P,Q
A ( P , Q) =AP lol
RETURN
ENO
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C **************************************
C * *
C * SURROUTINE FILA (AX,By,CZ,P,y,R) *
C * *
C **************************************
C P = SIZE UF BLOCK IN X AXIS
C u = SIZE OF ALOCK IN Y AXIS
C R = SIZE OF ~LOCK IN Z AXIS
C AX= NUMtlE~ OF STEPS IN X AXIS
C BY= NUMBER OF STEPS IN Y AXIS
C CZ= NUMRER 0 F STF. PSI i~ Z AXIS

SUBROUTINE FILA(AX,By,CZ,P,l~,Iot)
CO~1MON ICARI I A
COiYlI.,UN ICAR?'I N
COMMON ICAk31 B,V,CRIT,NUMPL
COMMON IC~I KU,NI02,KTQ,DOOP,UN,UP,SUMG,DOOPST,USTEP,MAT
RE.AL KU,NIO?,KTQ,SIJt"lG,UOOPST,USTEP
REAL UN(30),UP(50),OOO .... (lOO)
INTEGER MAT
REAL A(qO~,4{)2)

INTEGER N
REAL A(402),V(402),CRIl
INTEGER I,J,K,KOL,AX,BY,CZ,NUMPL
REAL AL1,AL?,AL3,O,GK1,GK2,GK3,P,Q,R

bOl FORMAT(lX,I,/)
b02 FORMAT(lX,'* BLOCK DATA ERROR *')
b03 FORMAT(lX,'**********************')
b04 FORMAT(lX, '*' ,20X, '*')

C ++++++++++++++++
C CHECK blOCK DATA
C ++++++++++++++++

IF «A~.LT.l).OR.(8Y.LT.l).OR.(CZ.LT.l» GOTO &50
IF « ..... LE.O.).O~.(Q.LE.O.).OR.(R.LE.O.» GOTO &50

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C CALCULATE AREA OEVIOED HY LENGHT FACTORS
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

AL1=AX*Q*R/(BY*P*CZ)
AL2=BY*P*RI(AX*CZ*Q)
AL5=C7.*P*Q/(AX*BY*R)

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C CRf. ATE r'" ULTIP lEU U L() () PST 0 F ILL Ttot E Bl 0 CKIN TOT HEM ATRI X
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

DO 615 I=l,AX
DO 610 J=l,HY
00 f,05 K=1,CZ
KOl=I+(J-l)*AX+(K-1)*AX*BY
SUW;=O.
D=1E- lhALl
GK1=-G(FLDAT(K)-O.5,R,CZ,U)

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C FILL ONLY IF X MINUS COMPONENT
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

IF (I.LE.l) GOTl) 620
CALL WA(KOL,KOL-l,GK1)
SUMG=5UI'lG-GK 1

620 CONTINUE
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C FILL ONLY IF X PLUS COMPONENT
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

IF (I.GE.AX) GOlO 625
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CALL WA(KOL,KOL+l,GK1)
SU~G=SUMG-GKI

625 CONTINUE
D=lE-4*AL2
GK1=-G(FLOAT(K)-O.S,R,CZ,O)

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C fILL ONLY IF Y MINUS COMPONENT
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

IF (J.LE.1) GOTD 630
CALL WA(KOL,KOL-AX,GK1)
SUMG=SU~1G-GK 1

630 CONTINUE
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C FILL UNLY IF Y PLUS COMPONENT
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

IF (J.GE.BY) GOTO &35
CALL WA(KUL,KOL+AX,GK1)
SUt-IG::SIJMG.. GK 1

635 CONTINUE
D=lE-q*AL3
GK2:-G(FLOAT(K-l),~,CZ,O)

GK3=-G(FLOAT(K),R,CZ,O)
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C FILL ONLY IF Z MINUS COMPONENT
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

IF (K.LE.l) GOTO 640
CALL WA(KOL,KOL-AX*BY,GK2)
SUMG=SUMG-GK2

640 CONTINUE
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C FILL ONLY IF Z PLUS COM~ONENT

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
IF (K.GE.CZ) GOTO &4'5
CALL WA(KOL,KOl+AX*BY,GK3)
SUMG=SUMG-GK3

645 COt-4TINUE
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C FILL THE MAIN DIAGONAL ELE~ENT
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CALL WA(KOL,KOL,SUMG)
B(KOL)=O

605 CONTINUE
610 CONTINUE
615 CONTINUE

GOTO 6SS
C ++++++++++++++
C ERROR MESSAGES
C ++++++++++++++

650 WRITE(5,601)
WRITE(S,b03)
wRITE(S,b04)
WRITE(S,602)
WRITE(S,604)
wRITE(S,6U3)
WRITE(5,bOll
STOP

655 RETURN
END
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C ******************************************************************
C * *
C * SUBROUTINE IQSP(XP,YP,ZP,AP,BP,CP,STROOM,AX,BY,CZ,P,Q,R,ROW) *
C * *
C ******************************************************************
C XP = X COO~OINATE OF PLANE CLOSEST TO ORIGIN
C yp = Y COORDINATE OF PLANE CLOSEST TO ORIGIN
C ZP = Z COO~DINATF. OF PLANE CLOSEST TO ORIGIN
C AP = X SIZE OF PLANE (IF PLANE IN X PLANE OF BLOCK THEN AP=O)
C BP = Y SIZE OF PLANE (IF PLANE IN Y PLANE OF BLOCK THEN CP=O)
C CP = Z SIZE OF PLANE (IF PLANE IN Z PLANE OF BLOCK THEN CP=O)
C SlROO~= CURRENlFLOW INTO THE CONTACT
C AX =STEPS IN X DIRECTION
C BY = STEPS IN Y DIRECTION
C CZ =·STEPS IN Z OIRECTION
C P = SIZE IN UM OF BLOCK IN X DIRECTION
C Q = SIZE IN UM OF BLOCK IN Y DIRECTION
C R = 5ISE IN UM OF 8LOCK IN Z OIRECTION
CROW = HOW NUMBER IN THE MATRIX TO INSERT THE PLANE

SUBROUTINE INSP(XP,YP,ZP,AP,BP,CP,STROOM,AX,8Y,CZ,P,Q,R,ROW)
COMMON ICAR11 A
COMMON ICAR21 N
COMMON ICAR31 B,V,CRIT,NUMPL
COMMON ICGI KU,NI02,KTQ,OOOP,UN,UP,SUMG,DOOPST,USTEP,MAT
REAL KU,NI02,KTQ,SUMG,DOOPST,USTEP
REAL UN(30),UP(30),OOOP(100)
INTEGER ~AT

REAL A(402,402)
REAL B(402),V(402),CRIT
IN1EGER N
REAL XP,YP,ZP,AP,8P,CP,STROOM,P,Q,R
INTEGER AX,BY,CZ,~OW

REAL AIJ,O,DEP,GK
INTEGER IG,JG,KG,l,J,K,KOL,IH,JH,KH,XS,YS,ZS,NUNPL

701 FORMAT(lx,I,/)
702 FORMAT(lX,'**********************')
703 FORMAT(lX,'*',20X,'*')
704 FOR~AT(lX,'* PLANE DATA ERROR *')

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C CHECK IF PLANE DATA IS CORRECT
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

IF ((AP.NE.O.).AND.(BP.NE.O.).AND.(CP.NE.O.» GOTO 740
IF «AP.EQ.O.).ANO.(XP.NE.O.).AND.(XP.NE.P» GOTO 140
IF (8P.EQ.O.).AND.(YP.NE.O.).ANO.(YP.NE.Q» GOTO 140
IF (CP.EQ.O.).ANU.(ZP.NE.O.).AND.(ZP.NE.R» GOTO 140
IF «XP+AP).GT.P) Goro 740
IF ((YP+8P).GT.~) GOTO 740
IF ((ZP+CP).GT.R) GOlD 740
IF «(XP.LT.O.).OR.(AP.LT.O.» GOTO 740
IF «YP.LT.O.).OR.(BP.LT.O.» GOTO 740
IF (ZP.LT.O.).OR.(CP.LT.O.» GOTO 740
IF ((AP.EQ.O.).ANO.((BP.EQ.O.).OR.(CP.EQ.O.») GOTO 140
IF «8P.EQ.O.).AND.(AP.EQ.0.).OR.(CP.EQ.0.») GOTO 740
IF ((CP.EQ.O.).ANU.((AP.EQ.0.).OR.(8P.EG.0.») GOTO 740

C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C CALCULATE START INDEXES (MINUS 1) FOR PLANE INSERTION
C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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XS=XP*AX/P+O.5
YS=YP*B Y/(HO. 5
Z5=ZP*CZ/R+O.S
6 (RO~d =5 TROOM

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C CALCULATE NUMtlER OF STEPS OF THE PLANE
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

IG=AP*AX/P+O.S
JG=BP*B Y/IHO. 5
KG=CP*CZ/R+O.5

C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C CALCULATE THE AREA OEVIDED BY LENGHT FACTOR
C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

IF (AP.EQ.O.) O=?F.·q*AX*~*R/(RY*P*CZ)

IF (BP.EQ.O.) D=2E-4*BY*P*R/(AX*CZ*Q)
IF (CP.EQ.O.) D=2E-4*CZ*P*Q/(AX*BY*R)
IF (IG.EQ.O) IG=l
IF (JG.EQ.O) JG=l
IF (KG.EQ.O) KG=1

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C CREATE MULTIPLE 00 LOOPS FOR PLANE INSERTION
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

00 730 I=1,IG
00 725 J=t,JG
DO 720 K=1,KG

C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C DETERMINE DEPTH IN UNITS FOR X OR Y DIRECTION
C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

UEP=FLOAT(ZS+K)-O.5
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C DETERMINE THE CORRECTION FACTORS
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

IH=O
JH=O
KH=O
IF (AP.NE.O.) GOTO 705
IF (XP.NE.O.) IH=1

10S IF (BP.NE.U.) GOTO 710
IF (YP.NE.O.) JH=l

110 IF (CP.NE.O.) GOTO 115
IF (ZP.NE.O.) KH=1

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C OETE~MJNE DEPTH IN UNITS FOR Z DIRECTION
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

DEP=FLOAT(Z5+K~1)

715 KOL=XS+I-IH+(YS+J-JH-l)*AX+(ZS+K-KH~l)*AX*BY

GK=G([)EP,R,CZ,O)
AIJ=-GK

C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C INSERTION FOR VPLANf. AND VBLOCK
C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CALL WA(ROW,KOL,AIJ)
AIJ=RA(ROW,ROW)+GK
CALL WA(ROW,ROW,AIJ)
AIJ=RA(KOL,KOL)+bK
CALL WA(KOL,KOL,AIJ)
AIJ=-GK.
CALL WA(KOL,ROW.AIJ)



720 CONTINIJE
725 CONTINUE
730 CONTH..IUE

GOTO 745
C ++++++++++++++
C ERROR MESSAGES
C ++++++++++++++

740 WRITE(S,7lJl)
WRITE(5,702)
WRITE(S,703)
~RITE(S,704)

WRITE (5,103)
wRITE(S,702)
WRITE(S,70l)
STOP

145 RETUkN
ENU

-C7-
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C ***********************
c * *
c * SIJt1~fJUT li~E ~UL VEV *
C * *
C ***********************

~ Ub ..... I l UT Hi E. :, ULV f. v
C0 H 1'-1 V I~ I L A~ 1 I A
cur-:~~or. ICfl~c.1 ii
CU~'lrv)/JN ICAt~31 (j,V,f:ldT,i\lUMPL
"'f-.AL A(~()2,402)

~fAL b(a02l,V(402),CRIT
I,HEbl:R t-J
I~Tl:bfk ~,KI,PK,I,J,NUMPL,IG

k'1: AL fIol A X , HUL1-' , Ci\ , A (J , A I K , L 1 , II J , U ( 4 u2 ) , L ( 402 )

S till F Uk t·1 A1 ( 1 X, I ** **** * * ** * I< * * * * * * ** It I )

') Ii 1 FUR rJl A1 ( 1 )( , I * I , 1 9 x, I * I )

C'(j~ FURf"lAT(lX,'* SINGULAR ("lATRIX *')
50S FGRMAT(lX,I,/)

llLJ ')35 K= 1, I..

C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C ~r-A~CH A PIvOT IN COlLUMN K
C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++

HAX=A~S(A(K,I',)

PK=K
I<I=K+l
IlO SO':::l l=KI,H
IF (1\.()E.(i~-2)) 60[n 5v4
IF (I.GE.(N-i») Guru SUb

,:\(l'-t IF (I.GT.,'d GUlli "lOb
AIK=A(I,K)
IF (AbS(AIK) .LE:..ilAX) GulU ~05

Pt<=I
1"1 A X=A H S ( A 1K )

"'J (I '"i ClJ r-iT I 1\1 LJ I::
'lOb IF (HAX.LT .CRIl) GOlO 54S

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C II-' t'!VUT IJljT lJ;'~ IlJAblll-JI\L E.XCtiANGt RUw PK ANO K
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

I F ( P K • F: rj • K) GOT 0 I:) 1 ')
ULJ S10 J=K,IJ
HULt-'=A(K,J)
A(I\,J)=A(PK,J)
A (P K , ,) ) =H UL P

':, 1 II (Iil .. l I i"JUf
HULP=l5(I\)
!i(K)=~J(f'K)

H U"j<) =rllJLP
C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

C CLf- M, r. !) LL. UnrJ K t. xEY T THt"lAIt" (J I AbU NA L t:: U:. t"1 E fI4 T
C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

~)' '::l DD '.J 2 I) J =1 , :.j
u(J)=A(K,J)

:, c? Ii r. Ui'l r I 'JU I::
Ct<=h(K)
[) u C)3 l' 1 =1 , rJ

I~ (l.lU.K) GUTO 530
AI"=A(1,K)
LI=o.
L(I)=IJ.
IF (A~S(AIK).LT.CRIT) GUTU ~25
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L(l)=AII\/lJ(K)
LI=L (1)

H· (AuS(Ll).Lf.CRIT) ~OTU 5~5

':J? 2 l) (t ') 2: '5 J =" , f'J
LJJ=ti(J)

1 F ( AIi S ( LJ J J • LT. L: R IT) l; () T[) 52'"
Al.J=A(l,J)
AIJ=AIJ-LI*UJ
IF (AoS(AlJ).LT.CKI1) AIJ=O.
4(l,J)=AIJ

'.J2'j CU i'Jl 1f~ Ut::
H ( 1) =B ( 1) -L 1*CK

53() CONTINUE
535 CONTINUE

C ••••++++++++++++++
C SOLVE THE V VECTOR
C +++++++~++++++++++

DO 5'4U I=l,N
VCIl=HCIl/RACI,I)

540 CONTINUE
GOTO 1550

C ++++++++++++++
C ERROR MESSAGES
C +++++++++++.++

545 WRlTECS,S03)
~~RITE(5,500)

WRITECS,50l)
WRITEC5,502)
WRITE (5, SOl)
~RITEC5,SOO)

WRITE(5,503)
STOP

550 RETURN
END
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C **************************************************************
C * *
C * SUBROUTINE ASKDAT(XPl,YPl,ZPl,APl,BPl,CPl,XP2,YP2,ZP2,BO *
C * NLO,FIRST,UOOPST,A P2,BP2,CP2,AX,BY,CZ,P,Q,R,MAT,OOOP) *
C * *
C **************************************************************
C XPI = X COORDINATE OF PLANE 1 CLOSEST TO ORIGIN
C YPI = Y COORDINATE OF PLANE 1 CLOSEST TO ORIGIN
C ZPl = Z COO~DINATE OF PLANE 1 CLOSEST TO ORIGIN
C AP1 = X SIZE OF PLANE 1 (IF PLANE IN X PLANE OF BLOCK THEN APl=O)
C BPI = Y SIZE OF PLANE 1 (IF PLANE IN Y PLANE OF BLOCK THEN CPl=O)
C CPl = Z SIZE OF PLANE 1 (IF PLANE IN Z PLANE OF BLOCK THEN CPl=O)
C XP2 = X COORDINATE OF PLANE 2 CLOSEST TO ORIGIN
C YP? = Y COORDINATE OF PLANE 2 CLOSEST TO ORIGIN
C ZP2 = Z COORDINATE OF PLANE 2 CLOSEST TO ORIGIN
C AP2 = X SIZE OF PLANE 2 (IF PLANE IN X PLANE OF BLOCK THEN AP2=O)
C BP2 = Y SIZ~ OF PLANE 2 (IF PLANE IN Y PLANE OF BLOCK THEN CP2=O)
C CP2 = Z SIZE OF PLANE 2 (IF PLANE IN Z PLANE OF BLOCK THEN CP2=O)
C AX = STEPS IN X DIRECTION
C BY = STEPS IN Y DIRECTION
C CZ = STEPS IN Z DIRECTION
C P = SIZE IN UM OF BLOCK IN X DIRECTION
C Q = SIZE IN UM OF BLOCK IN Y DIRECTION
C R = SISE IN UM OF BLOCK IN Z DIRECTION
C MAT = MAT IS EQUAL TO 1 IF P MATE~lAL AND 0 IF N MATERIAL
C DOOP = DoOP ARRAY WHICH WILL BE FILLED WITH THE DOPE PROFILE
C FIRST = VARIABLE TO INl)lCATE IF THIS IS THE FIRST CALL OR NOT
C OOOPST= STEP IN UM BETwEEN TWO VALUES IN THE DOOP ARRAY
C 80 = VARIA~LE TO INDICATE IF BLOCK DATA HAS TO BE ASKED
C NLD = VARIABLE TO INDICATE IF WE HAVE A NONLINEAR DOPE

SUBROUTTNE ASKOAT(XPl,YP1,ZPl,APl,BP1,CP1,~P2,YP2,ZP~,AP2,BP2,CP2,

.BD,NlD,FIRST,DOOPST,AX,BY,CZ,P,Q,R,MAT,DOOP)
REAL XPl,YPl,ZPl,XP2,YP2,ZP2,APl,BPl,CPl,AP2,BP2,CP2
REAL P,Q,R,OoOP(100),OV,DOOPST,HOPST1,HOPST2
INTEGER AX,BY,CZ,MAT,NCZ,NLO
INTEGER GET,I,FIRST,BD

804 FORMAT(lX,I,I,/)
80S FORMAT(lX,'ENTER BLOCKSIZE IN UH')
806 FORMAT(lX,/)
807 FORMAT(lX,'=====================')
808 FOW~AT(lX,'SIZE IN X DIRECTION: ')
809 FORMAT(lX,'SIZE IN Y DIRECTION: ')
810 FORMAT(lX,'SIZE IN Z DIRECTION: ')
811 FORMAT(lX,'ENTER NUMBER OF STEPS FOR THE BLOCK')
812 FORMAT(1X,'===================================')
813 FORMAT(lX,'STEPS IN X DIRECTION: ')
814 FORMAT(lX,'STEPS IN Y OIRECTIoN: ')
815 FORMAT(lX,'STEP5 IN Z DIRECTION: ')
816 FORMAT(lX,'ENTER DATA FOR PLANE 1')
817 FORMAT(lX,'======================')
818 FORMAT(lX,'THE PLANE HAS A SIZE AND A LOCATION')
81q FORMAT(lX,'===================================')
820 FORMAT(1X,'ONE OF THE SI7E COMPONENTS MUST BE ZERO')
821 FORMAT(lX,'=======================================')
822 FORMAT(lX,'X SIZE OF THE PLANE: ')
823 FORMAT(1X,'Y SIZE OF THE PLANE: ')
824 FORMAT(lX,'Z SIZE UF THf. PLANE: ')
825 FORMAT(lX,'ENTER COORDINATES OF THE PLANE CLOSEST TO ORIGIN')
82& FORMAT(1X,'================================================')
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B27 F lH< MAr (l X, 1)( C() (HW I I~ AT[: ')
828 FORMAT(lX,'Y COORDINATE: I)
82q FORMAT(1X,'l COUR0!NATf: I)
ij30 FO~MA'(lx,'~NTE~ DATA FUR PLANE ~')

831 FO~MATC1X,'WHICH MATEWIAl ou YOU WANT? (P=l , N=O)')
832 FORMAT(lX,'TYPE 0 OR 1: ')
833 FORMAT(lX,IIJO YOU I'4ANT TO CHAN(,E THE IJUPl:: PkUFU.E? (V=l,N.O)')
834 FORMAT(ll,'£NTf~ THE DOPE PROFILE IN SlAT~S I CU~IC CM')
835 FOkMAT(1x,'=========================================.=')
836 FORMAT(lX,'POPE AT ',F7.3,' UM: ')
837 FORMATOX,'tiLOCK')
638 FOkMATCIX,'=====')
839 FOkMATCIX,'X SiZE: ',F9.3,11)(,'1< STEPS: ',IS)
840 FORMAT(lX,,'Y SIZE: ',F9.3,llX,'Y STEPS ',IS)
841 FORMAT(lX,'Z SIZE: ',F9.3,11X,'Z STEPS: ',15)
lUi! FO~MAT (lOX)
843 FOkMATCIX,'PLANt 1')
844 FORMATCIX,'=======')
845 FOkMAT(IX,'X SIlE : ',F9.3,IIX,'X COORDINATE: ',F9.3)
84& FOHMAT(IX,'Y SIZE: ·,F9.3,11X,'V COORDINATE: ',F9.3)
847 FOkMAT(IX,'Z SIZE: ',F9.3,11X,'Z COORDINATE: ',FQ.3)
846 FOHMAT(IX,'PLANE 2')
84Q FORMAT(lx,'MATERIAL IS I P')
850 FORMAT(lX,'MATERIAL IS IN')
851 FOWMAT(IX,'OO YUU WANT TO PROCESS THIS DATA? V=1 , N~O')

&52 FORMAT('l')
853 FORMAT (lX, 'UOPE AT ',F1.3,' lJM = ',Ell.4)
as') ~RITE(S,804)

NCZ=CZ
IF (BD.EQ.l) GOlD 858
WRITE(S,805)
WRITE (5,807)
wRITE(S,808)
P=GETALCO)
WRITEC5,809)
(~=GETAL (0)
WRITE(5,610)
R::GETAL(O)
~WITE(5,80&)

WRITEC5,81l)
~RITE(S,812)

WJ.lITECS,813)
A)(=GETAL(O)+O.5
WtHTE(S,814)
BY=GETALCO)+O.S
'l4IHTE(S,81S)
CZ=GETALCl)+O.5

858 ttIHTE(S,ROb)
wRITE(S,81b)
wWITE(5,Bl7)
WRIT£(S,818)
ttWIlECS,819)
~RITE(5,8?O)

wRITE(S,82l)
WRITECS,822)
AP1:GETAL(O)
~RIH:.(5,823)

BP1=Gt:TAlCO)
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wRITE(S,824)
CPl=GETAL(O)
WRITE(S,80b)
wRITE(S,R2S)
WRITE(5,82b)
NRITE(5,827)
XP1=GETAL(O)
WRITE(S,828)
YPt=GETAl(O)
wRITE(S,829)
ZPl=GETAl(O)
WRITE(5,80b)
WRITF(S,R30)
WRITE(S,817)
WRIlE(S,818)
WRITE(S,819)
wRITE(S,820)
WRITE(S,821)
WRITE(S,822)
AP2=GETAL(O)
NRITE(S,823)
BP2=GETAL(O)
WRITE(S,824)
CP2=GETAL(O)
WRITE(5,80b)
WRITE(S,82S)
WRITE(S,82b)
WRITE(S,627)
XP2=GETAL(O)
WRITE(5,828)
YP2=GETAl(0)
WRITE(S,82Q)
ZP2=GETAl(O)
WkITE(S,80b)
WRITE(S,831)
WRITE(S,832)
MAT=GETAL(0)+O.5
WRITE(5,80b)
HOPST1=R/CZ-O.OOOOl
HOPST2=R/CZ+O.OOOul
IF (HOPSTl.GT.DOOPST) GO TO 8bO
IF (HOPST2.LT.DUOPST) GOlD 8bO
IF (NCZ.NE.CZ) GOTO 8bO
IF (FIRST .EQ.l> GOlD 8bO
WRITE(5,833)
WRITE(5,832)
GEl=GETAl(O)+O.S
WRTTE(5,80b)
IF (GET .Er~.o) GOIO 870

8&0 WRIT£(S,834)
wRITE(5,83S)
OV=O.
DOOPST=R/CZ
FIRST=O
NLD=O
00 8b5 I=l,CZ
OV=OV+OOOtlST
WRITE(S,63b) DV
DOOP(I)=GETAl(O)
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IF (I.Fa.l) G0TU d65
HV::At3S WOUP (I) -IWOP (I -1»
IF (HV.GT.IEI3) ~LU=l

665 COf\lTINUE
870 rHHTE(5,80b)

hlH IE:. (~, 8:57)
~RITE(5,1HB)

~RITE(~,83q) P,AX
WRIT~(~,840) ~,bY

~RITE(5,841) k,ll
WfHTE(5,842)
~RITt.(~,843)

WRrrE(S,844)
W~IT£(5,645) AP1,~PI

wRITE(S,846) 6Pl,YPl
WRITE(S,847) CPI,lPI
WRITE(S,842)
v-fU TE (5, 848)
WRITE(S,644)
WRITE(S,84S) AP2,X~2

WRITE(5,846) BP2,YP2
WRITE(S,847) CP2,lP2
wRITE(S,842)
IF (MAT.~Q.l) GUTU 875
WRITE(S,850)
GOlQ 880

675 WRITE(S,849)
880 WRITE(~,842)

WRITE (S,851)
WRITE(S,832)
GET=GETAL(O)+O.5
IF (GET.Ea.O) GOTU 855
WRITE(2,8S2)
~IU TE (2, 837)
wRITE(2,838)
WRITE(2,839) P,AX
W~ITE(2,640) Q,UY
WRITE(2,841) R,Cl
WRITE(2,842)
WRITE(2,843)
WRITE(2,844)
WHITE(2,84S) API,XPI
WRITE(2,84&) BP1,YPI
WRITE(2,847) CP1,ZPl
WRITE(2,81.&2)
WRITE(2,648)
W~lTE(2,844)

WRITE(2,845) AP2,XP2
WRITE(2,846) BP2,YP2
~RITE(2,847) CP2,ZP2
WRITE.(2,842)
IF (MAT.EQ.l) GOrU 8H2
WRITE(2,850)
GOTD 884

882 WRITE(2,84 Cn
884 WRITE(2,842)

DV:O.
DO 890 1=I,eZ
UV;;DV+DOOP:iT
WRITE(2,853) DV,OOOP(I)

890 CONTINUE
wRITE(2,842)
RETlJRrJ
END
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C *************************************
C * *
C * SU~kOUTINE PLOT(AX,dY,CZ,V,HUW) *
C * *
C ****.********************************
C AX = STEPS IN X DIRECTION
C BY = STEPS IN Y DIR~CTION

C CZ ; STEPS I~ 7. DIRECTION
C V = A~HAY WrlICH CUNTAINS THE INTERNAL VOLTAGES
CROW = V(ROW) ANn V(ROrl~1) CONTAIN THE PLANE VOLTAGES

SUB~OUTINF PLOT(AX,tiY,CZ,V,ROW)
REAL V(Q02)
INTEGER AX,HY,CZ,ROW
INTEGEH ~UFP(130),BUX(&),BUY(b),STHIGA(10),STRIGB(10)

INTEGER FC,RC,~ULTX,MULTY,FCN,SCN,FAC1,FAC2

INTEGER Eu,K,l,J,LNU,INO,POS,L
REAL Vr-1AX

1004 FOHMATOX,'I CMJ CREATE A TWO OIMENSIO~AL PLOT ON THE LP')
100& FOR~AT(1X,'ENTEH THE TriO COORDINATE AXIS (X=1,Y=2,Z=3)')
1008 FORMAT(lX,'fNT~R 1,2 OR 3 : 'l
1010 FORMAT(lX,'FIRST AXIS')
1012 FOQMAT(lX,'SECONO AXIS')
1014 FUkMAT(lX,130Al)
1015 FORMAT(lX,'===========')
1016 FORMAT(lX,'PLOT ERROR, NU PLOT PRODUCED')
1017 FORMAT(lX,I,/l

101R FORMAT(lX,I,I,I,/)
DATA STRIGA/IH ,1HA,lHX,lHl,lHS,lHO,lH+,lHX,lHY,lHZI
DATA STRIGrl/lHO,1Iq,lH2,lH3,lH4,Pi5,1~&,lH7,lH6,lHql

~'\IRITE(2,101A)

BUX(2)=STRIGA(1)
BUX(3)=STRIGA(2)
6UX(4)=STRI~A(3)

BUX(S)=STRIGA(4)
BUX(b)=STRIGA(S)
~UY(2)=STRIGA(1)

HUY(3)=STwIhA(2)
BUY(4)=STRIGA(3)
BUY(S)=STRIGA(4)
BUY(6)=STRIGA(S)
WRITE(S,lOOll)

lOlQ WRITE(~,100b)

WRITE(5,1010)
WRITE(5,lOlS)
.-fRITf:.(5,100R)
FC=GE:.TAL(O)+O.5
\'fRIT£(~,\Ol?l

W"tRIT[(5,1015)
WRITE(S,1008)
Sr:=GETAL(O)+O.S
IF (FC.NE.ll GOlU 1020
MULTX=l
BUX(1)=STRIGA(8)
FCN=AX
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1020 iF (FC.NE.2) GOTD 1022
MULTX=AX
BUX(l)=STRIGA(Q)
FCN=BY

1022 IF (FC.NE.3) GOTO 1024
MULTX=AX*tsV
BUX(I)=STRIGA(lO)
FCN=Cl

1024 IF «FC.LT.l).OH.(FC.GT.3» GOTD 1019
IF (SC.NE.1) Goro 1026
MULTY:1
BUY(1)=STKIGA(8)
SCt\!=AX

1026 IF (SC.NE.2) GOTu t02R
MULTY=AX
~UY(I)=STRIGA(q)

SCN=BY
102d IF CSC.NE.3) GOlD 1030

MULTY=AX*SY
rlUY(I)=STRIGA(10)
SCi~=CZ

1030 IF ((SC.LT.l).OH.(SC.GT.3» GOTU 1019
IF (FC.EQ.SC) GUTl) 10Q&
IF (FCN.GT.50) Goru 10Q6
IF (SCN.GT.20) GOTO 10~6

FACl=32.0/FCN+O.5
FAC?=20.0/SCN+O.5
EO=II+2*FAC1*FCN
VMAX=V(RO~)-V(Rn~-I)

VMAX=ABS(I/MAX)
DO 1035 K=I,130
dU~P(K)=STRIGA(1)

10 3 ') CON T11m E
00 1037 K=1,6
HUFP(K+4)=BUY(K)

1 031 CO~jT H'iUE
WRITE(;?,101 /O (BlJFP(K),K=1,130)
DO 1039 K=1,10
BUFP(K)=STHIGA(I)

103Q CONTINUE
UO 1040 K=11,EO
~ U~ P (K ) =5 T~ I GA ( 7)

1040 CONTINUE
WRITE(2,1014) (UUFP(K),K=I,130)
DO 1045 K=11,F.U
~UFP(K)=STRIGA(l)

10 45 CO 1'1 TIN lJ E
BUFP(II)=STRIGA(1)
~UFP(F.O)=STPIGA(1)

LNlJ=FAC2-1
IF (LNLl.EQ.O) GOTO 1055
DO 1050 L=l,UW
WRITE(2,1014) (BUFP(K),K=1,130)

1050 COIHllWE
1055 uo 101~ J=I,SCN

DO lObO I=I,FCN
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IND=11+FAC1+2*(!-lJ*FACl
POS=l+(I-l)*MULTX+(SCN-J)*MULTY
~UF P (I NU) =3 TlH GB (t + 111* (V (ROW-I) - V(POS) ) / VMA X)

1060 COf\Jl rrWE
~RITE(2,1014) (BUFP(K),K=1,130)
00 10b5 K=11,EO
HU~p(K)=SrRIGA(l)

10b5 CONTINUE
BUFP(11)=SfRIGA(7)
BUFP(EO)=STRIGA(7)
IF (J.EQ.SCNJ GUlD 1U75
LNU=2*FAC2-1
ou 1070 1_=l,LNU
WRITE(2,1014) (SUFP(K),K=1,130)

1070 CONTlr~UE

1()7~ CONTINUE
LNU=F~C2"1

IF (LNlJ.Ei~.O) GUlU 1065
DO 1080 L=l,LNU
nWITE(2,101a) (BUFP(K),K=1,130)

1080 CONTINUE
1085 00 1090 K=11,EO

dUFP(K)=STRIGA(7)
1090 CONTlf"UE

BUFP(10)=STRIGA(&)
WRI1E(2,101Q) (HUFP(K),K=1,130)
00 1092 K=lO,EU
BUFP(K)=STHIGA(l)

1092 CON TI l-J UE
DO 109tt 1<.=1,6
~UFP(K+EO)=RUX(K)

1094 CONTINUE
6UFP(11)=STRIGA(o)
WRITE(2,1014) (tilJFP(K),K=1,130)
GOTf) 109R

109& WRITE(2,1017)
WRITE(?',101b)
WRITE(2,1017)

1098 RETURN
END
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c ****************************
C * *
C * kEAL FUNCTION GETAL(P) *
C * *
C ****************************
C P = DUMMY VA~IAHLE

REAL FUNCTION GETALCP)
INTEGER P
REAL VA~

READ(S,*) VAl(
GETAL=VAR
Io{£TIIRN
END

c *********************************
C * *
C * FUNCTIO~ ROUITNE ~(K,R,C,U) *
C * *
C *********************************
C K= DEPTH IN I AXIS
C R= SIZE IN Z AXIS OF ~LOCK

C C= STEPS IN 1 AXIS
C D= AREA OEVIDEO HY LFNGHl FACTOR IN CM
C MAT IS 1 IF P MATE~IAL

FUNCTION G(K,R,C,Il)
COMMON leGI KU,I~IU2,KTQ,DOOP,UN,UP,SUMG,DOOPST,USTEP,MAT

REAL KU,NIO?,KTQ,SUMG,OOOPST,USTEP
REAL UN(30),UPUO),[)()OP(100)
INTEGE:H MAT
REAL K,R,()P,I"l()~T,N12,N,P,SIGMA,D

INTEGER NI.l~l,lJ()P,C

NUM=(R*K/(C*OOOPST»+O.5
IF (N UM• E(1. j) ) hi U~·1= 1
IF UWM.GT .C) NUM=C
OP=DuOP(NUM)
IF (OP.GT.IE20J OP=lE20
~OWT=SQRT(ALOG(OP/lE17)*ALOG(DP/lE17)+O.5)

NI2::NI02*EXP«1/KTQ)*Q*(ALUG(OP/IE17)+WORT»
UOP=«ALOGlfl(uP)-14)*USTEP)+O.5
1\j::NI2/0P
P=~.I1210P

IF (MAT.EI,J.l) P::UP
1F ( 1'" AT. E fJ • n) N:: I) P
S I G 1>'1 A::K LJ * C\JII ( UUP) *N+ UP ( uUP) *p )
G=Il*SIG~A

RE TURti
E~JO
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C ******************
C * *
C * MAIN PRUGRAM *
C * *
C ******************

COMMOI-J ICARlI A
COt,IMOI~ ICAh21 N

COM~O~ ICAR31 H,V,CRIT,NUMPL
COMMON leGI KU,~IU2,KTU,DOOP,UN,UP,SUMG,OOOPST,USTEP,MAT
REAL KU,NI02,KTQ,SUMG,OOnpST,USTEP
REAL ur~(3l»,UP(30),O(JOPC100)

INTEC,ER J'lIA r
REAL A(l102,l102)
~EAL d(402),V(402),CRIT
INTEGER I\l

INTEGER I,J,AX,Hy,CZ,ROW,NUMPL,NR,FIRST,ANO,80,~LO
REAL P,Q,H,RESIS,XP1,Y P1,lPl,AP1,BP1,CP1,STROOM,RHO
REAL XP2,Y P2,7P2,AP2,bP2,CP2

1201 FOKMAT(lX,I,/)
120? FORMAT(lX,10CF7.1»)
1203 FOHMAT(lX,I,I,I,/)
1204 FOR~ATC1X,'RESI5TANCE ; ',El1.4)
1205 FOkMAT(lX,'++++++++++++++++++++++++')
120~ FORMAT(lX,'RHO = ',£11.4)
1207 FORMAT(lX,'++++++++++++++++++')
I?08 FORMAT(IX,'* MATRIX OIMENSION OVERFLOW *')
120Q FOkMAT(IX, '*******************************')
1211 FORMATC1X,'*',2QX,'*')
1212 FORMAT(lX,'DO YOU WANT ANOTHER ~UN?')

1213 FOWMATCIX,'TYPE 0 OR 1 : ')
121£1 FORMATC'l')
1215 FOkMAT(lX,'(ENT~R 2 IF YES, AND BLOCK DATA IS THE SAME)')
121" FORMAT(lX,'TYPE 0, lOR 2 : ')
1217 FORMAT(lX,'(ENTE~ 1 IF YES, ENTER 0 IF NO)')
121~ FQkMAT(1X,'un YOU wANT A PLOT? (YES=l, NO=O)')
1230 FURMAT(IX,/)
1231 FOR~AT(IX,'COMPUTING STARTED')
1232 FORMAT(lX,' COMPUTING ENDED ')
1233 FO~MAT(\X,'+++++++++++++++++')

fvl=~02

l-JiH4PL=2
CIH T= 1£."10
FIRST=1
130=0
NLO=O
ooopsr=o.
STROOM=I.
KU=1.b02E·1Q
NI02=l.45E20
KTQ=2S.86

C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C US TEPIS Trl E t ~ IHU3 EK 0 F f-1O BI LIT V'S GI VEN I I'! A DEC A0 E
C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

USTEP=4.
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C UN rx ) 1ST HE r~ () ti I L IT Y BY DO PE=1 0** (14 + XIUS TEP )
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

UI\I(l)=1402.
UN(2)=Qa8.
UN(3)=130h.
L1N(i.I)=13R7.
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UN(')=1299.
lIN(6)=1317.
UNCl)=1c34.
UN(8)=1uQ'5.
UN(9)=1002.
UfHI0)=698.
UN(11)=888.
UN(l2)=~qq.

UN (13) =584.
UN(14)=439.
Ui''Hl'S)=337.
UN(lb)=?49.
UN(l1)=19'S.
UN(18)=152.
UN(1'f)=117.
UN(20)=104.
UN(21)=88.
UN(22l=R6.
UN(23)=77.
UN(24)=69.

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
C UPOl IS THE r...,OBILITY tH OOPE=lu1ft*(l4+X/USTEP)
C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

UP(1)=438.
UP(2)=459.
UP(3)=444.
UP(4)=480.
UP('S)=501.
UP(b)=tnO.
UP(7)=444.
UP(8)=416.
UP(Q)=390.
UP(tO)=329.
UP(ll)=278.
UP(12)=22S.
UP(13)=185.
UP(14)=14b.
UP(15)=119.
UP(lo)=104.
UP(l7)=8~.

lIP(18)=73.
UP(19)=65.
LJP(20)=62.
UP(21)=58.
lJP(22)=53.
UP(23)=49.
UP(24)=50.
DO 1235 1=1,~,

DO \234 J=1,M
A(I,J)=O.

1234 corniNUE
1235 CONTINUE
1221 00 1220 I=l,~

6(1)=0.
V(l)=O.

1220 CONTINUE
CALL ASKDAT(XP1,YP1,ZP1,AP1,BP1,CP1,XP2,YP2,ZP2,

.AP2,BP2,CP2,BD,NLD,FIRST,DOUPST,AX,BY,CZ,P,Q,R,MAT,DOOP)
N=A X*8 Y*c Z+NUtvlPL
I F (N • Lt.. ~n GOT 0 12 S5
wRITE(S,1203)
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.'J R1 TEC5, 120Q )

."JRITE(5,1~11)

rfRITEC5,I~08)

WRITf(S,1211)
wRITE(S,It?OQ)
wRITECS,I~il3)

GOlU 1270
1255 RHO=1.0/GC1.0,W,CZ,I.0)

tJRITE(~,1203)

IF (NLO.EQ.l) GUTO 1257
W~IrE(5,121)7)

~RITECS,120n) ~HU

WRITEC~,12U7)

tojRITE(S,1203)
tJRITE(2,1203)
WRITE (i?, 1207)
WRITE(2,12Uh) RHO
wRITE: C2, 1207)

12,7 WRITE(2,1?03)
CALL FILA(AX,BY,CZ,P,Q,R)
ROW=AX*'3Y*CZ+l
CALL INSP(XPl,YPl,ZPl,APl,~Pl,CPl,STROOM,AX,By,CZ,P,Q,R,RO~)

RO~=ROw+l

CAll INSPCXP2,YP2,ZP2,AP2,BP2,CP2,-STROOM,AX,BY,CZ,P,Q,R,wOW)
WRI n. (5,1230)
WRITE(5,1233)
wRITE:CS,1231)
WRITEC5,1233)
C.ALL SOlVEV
WRITECS,12.30)
WRITE(5,1~33)

l~RITF;(5,1232)

WRITEC5,1233J
RESIS=V(~ow)·VCROW-1)

RESIS=ABS(RESIS)
WRITE(S,120U
WRITECS,120S)
~RITEC5,1204) RESIS
WRITE(5,1205)
~RIH.(S,1203)

wRl lE C2, 120~)
WRITE..C2,1~O'i)

~RITEC~,1204) RES!S
"'RITEC2,1~OS)

WRITEC2,120~)

.-vRITE (2,1(-114)
'~ R I TF (5, 12 1 B)
I4RITECS,1213)
AI\40=GETAL(O)+O.5
IF (ANO.E[~.l) [.;OTO 12bO
CALL PLOTCAX,BY,Cl,V,ROtV)

1260 WRITECS,1201)
~RITI:.C~,1212)

WRITE(5,1215)
WRIlE (5, 1217)
WRITE(S,121h)
ANO=GETAL(O)+O.':)
BD=O
IF ( ANO. E[J • 2 ) til>=1
I F CAN 0 • E(~ • 1) GOT () 122 1
IF (AiW.E(J.2) GOlO 1221

1270 STOP
END
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A P PEN D I X D

An example which shows the input and

output of RESIS
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The input data for RESIS consists of

number of steps for each axis

area of the two contact planes (in pm)
location on the block of the two contact planes (in

N or P material

dope profile ( in states cm-3 )

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

black dimensions in )ll11)

pm)

Suppose we want to calculate the resistance between the

two contacts as indicated below:

(0,00)
y~X

Z 4

6

plane 1

I 6
I
~-----

4

Fig. 0.1

Since along every y axis the potential will be the same,

no division of the y axis is needed. ~long both the x

and z axis we expect potential distributions.. When we

divide only these axis the block data for RESIS is:

BLOCK
----------

X SIZE · 10.000 X STEPS 20·
y SIZE · 10.000 Y STEPS . 1· .
Z SIZE · 10.000 Z STEPS 20·
The origin is always fixed as indicated in Fig. 0.1, and

this implies that the block is always in the first octant.

For the two contact planes 3 sizes must be entered, of which one

and only one must be zero. To locate the contact planes on the

block surface 3 coordinates for each contact plane must be given.

The coordinates are well defined to be the coordinates in
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the plane as close as possible to the origin. This leads

to the following data for the two planes of Fig. D.l:

PLANE 1
=======
X SIZE

Y SIZE

Z SIZE

PLANE 2
=======
X SIZE

Y SIZE

Z SIZE

4.000

10.000

0.0

4.000

10.000

0.0

X COORDINATE

Y COORDINATE

Z COORDINATE

X COORDINATE

Y COORDINATE

Z COORDINATE

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.000

0.0

10.000

After the definition of the block and the contact planes the dope

profile and the material have to be given, e.g. :

MATERIAL IS N

The dope profile will be defined along the z size

of the block. The spacing between two dope specifications

is the z size of the block divided by the number of steps

for the z axis. In our case, using a homogeneous dope pro

file, the specification is as follows:

DOPE AT 0.500 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 1.000 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 1. 500 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 2.000 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 2.500 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 3.000 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 3.500 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 4.000 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 4.500 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 5.000 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 5.500 UM 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 6.000 UM = 0.1000E+17
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DOPE AT 6.500 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 7.000 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 7.500 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 8.000 OM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 8.500 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 9.000 UM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 9.500 OM = 0.1000E+17

DOPE AT 10.000 UM = 0.1000E+17

The RESIS output with this data is:

++++++++++++++++++

RHO = 0.5701E+00

++++++++++++++++++

++++++++++++++++++++++++

RESISTANCE = 0.1015E+04

++++++++++++++++++++++++

and, on request, a potential distribution in the block

will be given. Fig. D.2 contains the potential distri

bution of the block, where the numbers are calculated

according to:

NUMBER = 1- 101dVplane1 - V (x.Z) lJLVpl a ne1 - Vpl a ne2
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Z AXIS +++++++++++++++++
+ plane 2 +

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9+

+5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9+

+5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8+

+5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8+

+5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7+

+4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7+

+4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7+

+4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6·6 6 6 6 6+

+4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6+

+4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6+

+3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5+

+3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5+

+3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5+

+2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5+

+2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5+

+2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4+

+1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4+

+1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4+

+0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4+

+0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4+

0+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
0 plane 1 + X AXIS
+++++++++++++++++

Fi g. 0.2
With the aid of such a potential distribution the current

flow in the block can be found. Using a linear dope pro-

file where the dope increases from 10 16 cm-3 at o ).lIIlz=

to 2.10 17 cm-3 at z= 10 pm the distribution will be as in-

dicated in Fig. 0.3.
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Z AXIS +++++++++++++++++
+ plane 2 +

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9+

+8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9+

+8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9+

+8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9+

+7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 889 9 9 9 9 9 9+

+7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 888 8 9 9 9 9 9+

+7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8+

+7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8+

+7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8' 8 8 8 8 8+

+7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8+

+7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8+

+6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8+

+6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 777 7 8 8 8 8 8 8+

+6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8+

+6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 777 7 7 7 7 8 8 8+

+5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8+

+5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7+

+4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 6 6 677 7 7 7 7 7 7+

+3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 5 667 7 7 7 7 7 7 7+

+1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 5 6 667 7 7 7 7 7 7+

0+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
0 plane 1 + X AXIS
++++++++++++++++++

Fi g. 0.3
The potential distribution is background information

in most cases 1 because often only the calculated resistance

between the two contacts is of importance.
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Additional RESIS Information
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In this appendix a brief indication how the conductivities

for RESIS are calculated, and a note considering storage in

the semiconductor will be given.

~~!~_~Qng~£~!Y!~Y_£~!£~!~~!Qn

Consider a one dimensional problem where a homogeneous cur

rent density J flows through a lumped semiconductor with nx
sections (see Fig. E.I).

x1 x2

--+Jx

Fig. E.1

The electric field can be found using:

J x =<r. Ex: q. ( )J n·n + )J p p) .Ex,

and the result is:

E -x-
J

q.( JJn·n + }Jp.p )

The voltage difference between the xl and x 2 plane equals:

If each lump consists of a cube with 6 resistances as in

dicated in Fig. E.2, the resistance between the two planes

x 2 and xl equals:

a:----:------b.c .q.( ).In.n +JJp-p)
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z
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1
c

--- J
".....b

+4--a-.......
Fig. E.2

Because fE.dl = 0, the yz plane is an equal potential pla

ne in our case, and this ~plies that the voltage drops

across the resistances Rand R are zero. Since the re-
y z

sistance R 2 1 is the resistance between the two X planesx ,x
of the cube, the separate 2 resistances equal (see Fig. E.2):

Rx = a
2.b.c

1

and a table which

the dope.

and the conductivity is:

G 2.b.c ( )
x= a .q. }In·n +)Jp.p

Half of this conductivity is the conductivity between two

successive internal cube nodes in a multiple cube structure

(refer to Fig. 6.2 if necessary).

This implies that the routine G of RESIS has to calculate

the conductivity ~ G • The calculation can be carried out with
x

a user defined impurity concentration

contains the mobility as a function of

Similar calculations give :
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It can be verified that the concatenation of Gx ' Gy and

Gz ' according to Fig. E.2, is correct for an arbitrary

distribution of J if the content of the cube is infinitely

small. Using the calculated conductivities,the Kirchhoff

current law gives for each internal cube node an equatio~,

and with two extra equations for the two planes this

linear system of equations can be solved.

When having a dope gradient the semiconductor is in a quasi

neutral condition, and in essence the method to calculate

the conductivities as described in E.l is not correct any

more. The number of carriers availaQle for conduction

will deviate from the number of impurities., and we will

approximate here this effect. Lets consider a n doped se

miconductor. The electron current density is given by

(E.l)

When the total electron current is zero,no current actually

flows and drift and diffusion are in equilibrium. Since

I n = 0 the equation (E.l) delivers the electric field.

Ex = On 1-
)..In n

or

Ex=- k.T 1_. --q n

dn
dx

dn
dx (E.2)

when· the Einstein relation is used. A similar equation

(E.2~ is valid for the holes, but we will neglect the

holes in this calculation. The built-in diffusion poten

tial equals:

n2
= + k.T J _1.dn

q n1 n
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Having a linear dope profile as sketched in Fig. E.3, we
obtain

NX2

Fi g. E.3

(E.3)

The potential V at any point in the semiconductor can be

found using

dV = k.T . dn
q n

And with the aid of Poisson's equation

(E.4)

we can find the space charge density. If the dope varies

from 1018 cm- 3 to 1016 cm-3 (see Fig. E.3), the built-in

diffusion potential will be about 0.1 V ( use eq..(E.3».

When (x2 - Xl) is e.g. 1 pm,the electric field can be found,

using (E.2), to have a maximum value of

3
Emax = 25.10

with a maximum field gradient

= 25.10
7 -2

Vern •
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With (E.4) this results in

Neglecting an acceptor dope N , this implies
a

N 10
15 -3

n - d < em

This number is only a fraction of the donor concentration,

and it is therefore that it is reasonable to approximate

n by Nd in the RESIS calculation. Having very steep

dope gradients we have to be aware that a small inaccuracy

occurs.
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